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Abstract The principal question addressed by this paper is: how adequate are the
minimum security objectives of the European Union Cybersecurity Act (Regulation
(EU) 2019/881) in assisting organisations in the European Union internal market
with resisting and recovering from cyber threats? The question is answered by first
identifying the scope of the minimum security objectives. Scope identification, per-
formed through legislative interpretation, reveals an integrated system of security
objectives with significant gaps. Second, the minimum security objectives are evalu-
ated within a model of cyber attacks from attack reconnaissance to legal proceedings
to reveal further significant gaps. Finally, the minimum security objectives are eval-
uated within five cyber attack scenarios, reflecting the highest ranking cyber threats
to the internal market. The simulation analysis accentuates the findings of the model
analysis and identifies further significant gaps. In conclusion, the minimum security
objectives are found to be largely inadequate in assisting organisations in the Eu-
ropean Union internal market with resisting and recovering from cyber threats. The
analysis of the adequacy of the minimum security objectives is timely, as the first
European cybersecurity certification schemes are currently being designed.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The Cybersecurity Act is a recent piece of European Union (‘EU’) legislation di-
rected at improving the functioning of the EU internal market by increasing the level
of cybersecurity in the EU internal market [1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(1), recs. 1–3, 5]. The
Cybersecurity Act seeks to do this by providing a framework for European cyber-
security certification schemes (‘ECCS’s), inter alia [1, Art. 1(1)]. ECCSs identify
an adequate level of cybersecurity for information and communications technology
(‘ICT’) products, services or processes (‘PSP’s) in the EU internal market, but do
not ensure that ICT PSPs are completely secure [1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(2), 56(3), 67(2),
recs. 7, 77].

1.2 Principle question

A principal question is: how adequate is the level of cybersecurity identified by
ECCSs for the functioning of the EU internal market? The level of cybersecurity
identified by ECCSs is challenging to assess as there are no ECCSs publicly available
[1, Art. 49, 2–4]. The minimum level of cybersecurity identified by ECCSs may,
however, be found in the minimum security objectives of ECCSs, as specified in
Article 51 of the Cybersecurity Act [1]. The ability of these objectives to impact the
functioning of the EU internal market includes their ability to assist organisations
in the EU internal market with resisting and recovering from cyber threats. The
principal question may be re-phrased as: how adequate are the minimum security
objectives in Article 51 of the Cybersecurity Act in assisting organisations in the
EU internal market with resisting and recovering from cyber threats?

1.3 Methodology

The question of adequacy here is a question of efficacy. The efficacy of legislation
can be assessed in a variety of ways, including: the degree of compliance with
the legislation, how the legislation affects behaviour, how the legislation is imple-
mented, how the legislation is enforced and how legislation leads to intended real
world outcomes [5–7, pp. 1–3]. The principal question is most consistent with out-
come assessment, as it focuses on how the minimum security objectives protect
organisations against real world cyber threats.

Outcome assessments may be performed qualitatively or quantitatively [8,
pp. 9–16]. The Cybersecurity Act does not provide performance indicators for
quantitative outcome assessment [1, Art. 67(2), rec. 5]. Furthermore, in the absence
of publicly available ECCSs, there are no specific security features of ICT PSPs
on which to base quantification [1, Art. 49(7), 2, 3]. The outcome assessment will
be performed qualitatively. The qualitative analysis will focus on modelling and
simulation of prospective incidents, rather than on case studies of past incidents, as
in the absence of publicly available ECCSs, there are no past incidents involving
ECCSs to assess.
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The analysis will proceed in three stages. First, the scope of ICT PSPs and the
minimum security objectives will be identified and clarified to support outcome
analysis. Second, outcome analysis of the minimum security objectives will be per-
formed using a model of cyber attacks. Third, outcome analysis of the minimum
security objectives will be performed using simulated real world cyber threats that
represent the main cyber threats facing the EU internal market. The ability of or-
ganisations in the EU to recover from cyber threats includes legal action following
a cyber incident, and as a result the model and simulation analyses will also consider
how the minimum security objectives in Article 51 of the Cybersecurity Act impact
the availability of evidence, as well as the admissibility of evidence in legal action
following a cyber incident.

2 Scope identification and clarification

2.1 Methodology

The ICT PSPs and minimum security objectives will be identified individually on
the basis of their description in the Cybersecurity Act. The scope of each ICT PSP
and minimum security objective will then be clarified through individual legislative
interpretation and integration analysis. Integration analysis will consider how each
ICT PSP and minimum security objective integrates with each other, on the basis
of their individual legislative interpretations. Legislative interpretation will consider
the literal, systematic, functional, purposive and consequentialist perspectives on
legislative interpretation, where applicable [9, p. 537, 10, p. 979, 11, pp. 13–14, 16,
22, 24–27].1 The historical approach to legislative interpretation will not be used,
as there is insufficient direct causal linkage between the legislative provisions in
question and what motivated their specific content and approval [9, pp. 553–555,
10, p. 979, 11, pp. 19–24, 12–14].2 The focus of clarification will be on what directly
impacts the model and simulation outcome analyses performed, as that is the focus
of the work.

1 Literal interpretation of legislation focuses on the usual meaning of the words [1, p. 550, 1, p. 6]. System-
atic interpretation focuses on avoiding conflict and duplication between legislative provisions that are part
of the same legislative scheme [1, p. 552, 1, pp. 13–14]. Functional interpretation focuses on preserving the
effectiveness, or ‘effet utile’, of the legislation [1, p. 555, 1, p. 25]. Purposive interpretation focuses on the
consistency of legislative interpretation with the purpose of the legislation [1, p. 555, 1, p. 25]. Consequen-
tialist interpretation, finally, focuses on the likely functional consequences of a particular interpretation of
legislative provisions [1, p. 555, 1, p. 25].
2 Historical interpretation focuses on the intent of the legislators as established through evaluation of
documentation of the legislative process [1, pp. 553–555, 1, pp. 19–24].
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2.2 ICT PSPs

2.2.1 ICT products

ICT products are defined in the Cybersecurity Act as ‘an element or group of
elements of a network or information system’ [1, Art. 2(12)]. The phrase ‘network
or information system’ is not defined in the Cybersecurity Act, but ‘network and
information system’ is defined in the Cybersecurity Act by reference to the NIS
Directive [1, Art. 2(2), 15]. The use of the disjunctive ‘or’, rather than a conjunctive
‘and’ in the definition of ICT products is the only such disjunctive construction of
the terms ‘network’ and ‘information system’ in the Cybersecurity Act, Network
and Information Systems (NIS) Directive or NIS Implementing Regulation [1, 15,
16]. This implies legislative intent to provide a different meaning.

A ‘network and information system’ is defined in the NIS Directive as: ‘an elec-
tronic communications network’ as defined in the Framework Directive (2002) [17,
Art. 2(a)]; ‘any device or group of interconnected or related devices, one or more
of which, pursuant to a program, perform automatic processing of digital data’; or
‘digital data stored, processed, retrieved or transmitted by elements covered under
the above for the purposes of their operation, use, protection and maintenance’ [15,
Arts. 4(1)(a)-(c)]. Basically, a ‘network and information system’ refers to three com-
ponents: an electronic communications network, devices that automatically process
digital data pursuant to a program or digital data used by such networks and devices.

On literal interpretation, a ‘network or information system’ refers to either a ‘net-
work’ or an ‘information system’. On systematic interpretation, an electronic com-
munications network as defined in the NIS Directive would likely be considered
a type of ‘network’ [15, Art. 4(1)(a), 17, Art. 2(a)]. Similarly, on systematic in-
terpretation, a device or group of devices that automatically process digital data
pursuant to a program as defined in the NIS Directive would likely be considered
a type of ‘information system’ [15, Art. 4(1)(b)]. This is consistent with the defi-
nition of an ‘information system’ under the Attacks Against Information Systems
Directive [18, Art. 2(a)]. As such, an ICT product is at least an element of a ‘net-
work and information system’. This is consistent with purposive interpretation, as
the purpose of the ECCS framework is to protect network and information systems
[1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 2(1)-(2), 2(8), 46(1)].

One clarification is required in interpreting an ICT product as at least an element
of a ‘network and information system’. Digital data is a component of a ‘network
and information system’, separated in its definition from the other components by
a disjunctive ‘or’ [15, Arts. 4(1)(a)-(c)]. A question arises as to whether digital
data on its own can be an ICT product. On literal interpretation, digital data is
a component of a ‘network and information system’, but only to the extent that it is
stored, processed, retrieved or transmitted by elements of electronic communication
networks or devices for their operation, use, protection and maintenance. The neces-
sary conjunction between digital data and the network or device it is associated with
implies mutual dependency. As such, an ICT product will be considered an element
of either: a network, including its digital data, or a device, including its digital data,
but not digital data alone.
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2.2.2 ICT services

ICT services are defined in the Cybersecurity Act as consisting ‘fully or mainly
in the transmission, storing, retrieving or processing of information by means of
network and information systems’ [1, Arts. 2(2), 2(13)].

Integration analysis reveals a dependency between ICT products and ICT services.
As ICT products are an element of a ‘network and information system’, ICT services
may transmit, store, retrieve or process information by means of ICT products. One
consequence is that ICT services may fulfil the minimum security objectives through
the use of ICT products, which may, or may not, independently fulfil the minimum
security objectives.

On broader integration analysis, ICT services likely include information society
services, such as digital service providers under the NIS Directive [15, Arts. 4(5)-
(6)]. ICT services and information society services are both provided by electronic
means; yet information society services are circumscribed by the requirements of:
provision at a distance, remuneration (direct or indirect) and individual request [15,
Arts. 4(1)(a)-(c), 19, para. 110, 20, para. 113, 21, paras. 26–30, 22, Art. 1(1)(b),
23, paras. 34–43, 24, paras. 33–40, 25, paras. 18–27]. The correlation with digital
service providers under the NIS Directive is important, as ECCSs are to contribute
to implementation of the NIS Directive, starting with cloud service providers [1,
Art. 56(3), recs. 65, 92, 2, 3].

2.2.3 ICT processes

ICT processes are defined in the Cybersecurity Act as ‘activities performed to design,
develop, deliver or maintain an ICT product or ICT service’ [1, Art. 2(14)].

On integration analysis, ICT products and services may not be fully functional
or operational during design, development, delivery or maintenance, requiring their
minimum security objectives to be met by ICT processes during those activities.
A deeper dependency exists in that ICT processes may use ICT products and ser-
vices, including in meeting the minimum security objectives. Those ICT products
and services may, or may not, independently meet the minimum security objectives.
The provision of security external to ICT PSPs in each case—ICT processes for
ICT products and services, and ICT products and services for ICT processes—can
impact supply chain risk exposure and allow ICT PSPs that specialise in security to
be involved [26–29].

2.3 Minimum security objectives

The minimum security objectives that ECCSs are to achieve may be categorised as:
data protection, access limitation, usage logging, restorability, security by design,
security by default, vulnerability and dependency identification, as well as secure
updates [1, Arts. 51(a)-(j)].
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2.3.1 Data protection

Data protection refers to protection of stored, transmitted or otherwise processed data
from accidental or unauthorised: access, storage, processing, disclosure, destruction,
loss, alteration or lack of availability during the entire life cycle of ICT PSPs [1,
Arts. 51(a)-(b)].3

The object of protection in data protection is not simply data, but rather: stored
data, transmitted data or what is referred to as ‘otherwise processed data’ [1,
Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. The refinement appears intentional, but neither type of data is de-
fined in the Cybersecurity Act [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22)]. The scope of ‘otherwise processed
data’ is particularly vague. On literal interpretation, the phrase ‘stored, transmitted
or otherwise processed data’ implies that processed data includes stored and trans-
mitted data [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. That is not completely supported by systematic
interpretation. Processed data appears to be separate from stored and transmitted
data in other parts of the Cybersecurity Act, as well as in the NIS Directive [1,
Arts. 2(13), 46(2), 51(a), rec. 75, 13, Arts. 4(1)(c), 4(2), rec. 46]. In the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), however, storage and transmission are part of
processing of personal data [30, Arts. 4(2), 4(12), 31, p. 72, 32, pp. 9–12]. In light
of the clarity of the literal interpretation and divergence in systematic interpretation,
the literal interpretation that processed data includes stored and transmitted data is
preferred [11, p. 7].

The scope of ‘otherwise processed data’ may be further clarified by system-
atic interpretation extending to the usage logging minimum security objectives [1,
Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. The usage logging objectives require ICT PSPs to record and make
it possible to check which ICT PSP data, services or functions have been accessed,
used or otherwise processed, at what times and by whom [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. Literal
interpretation of the phrase ‘accessed, used or otherwise processed’ in relation to
data implies that processed data includes accessed and used data. This is consistent
with systemic interpretation that extends to the GDPR, where processing of personal
data includes retrieval and use of personal data [30, Arts. 4(2), 4(12), 31, p. 72, 32,
pp. 9–12]. This is, however, not consistent with one clause in a data protection min-
imum security objective where processing of data and access to data are separated
by a disjunctive ‘or’; however, the guiding force of that clause for exclusive inter-
pretation may be limited, as it includes stored data in the same list of terms, and
stored data is explicitly part of processed data within data protection [1, Arts. 51(a)-
(b)]. In light of the clarity of the literal interpretation, it will be preferred, such
that processed data includes at least transmitted, stored, accessed and used data [1,
Arts. 51(a)-(b), (e)-(f), 11, p. 7].

The duration of data protection is the ‘life cycle’ of the ICT PSP [1, Arts. 51(a)-
(b)]. The ‘life cycle’ of ICT PSPs is not defined in the Cybersecurity Act [1,
Arts. 2(1)-(22)]. On literal interpretation, a ‘life cycle’, in analogy to a human

3 This is broader than the scope of data protection under the GDPR, as the GDPR addresses only personal
data (not all processed data), but is also narrower in another regard, as the GDPR extends not just to
protection of personal data, but also the processes around processing of personal data [30, Arts. 1(1), 2(1),
4(1)-(2), 32, 31, pp. 55–59, 72, 74–75, 187–188, 32, pp. 9–23, 33, pp. 114–115].
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life cycle, may refer to the stages from conception to development, maturity, end of
life and disposal. This is mirrored to an extent by systematic interpretation extending
to ICT processes, which include the design (conception), development, delivery and
maintenance (during maturity) of ICT products and services [1, Art. 2(14)]. The life
cycle of an ICT PSP may therefore include design, development, delivery, mainte-
nance, end of life and disposal. Further clarity through systematic interpretation is
limited by the fact that the term ‘life cycle’ is not present in the NIS Directive, Reg-
ulation on elecronic identification and trust services (eIDAS), Framework Directive
(2009), European Electronic Communications Code or GDPR [15, 30, 34–36]. The
term ‘life cycle’ is present in the NIS Implementing Regulation, but with no further
clarification on what a ‘life cycle’ includes [16, Art. 2(1)(a)].

Observing data protection as a whole, data protection uses disjunctive construc-
tion of the objects of data protection through use of the word ‘or’. Data protection is
constructed as: protection of stored, transmitted or otherwise processed data from ac-
cidental or unauthorised: access, storage, processing or disclosure; and as protection
of stored, transmitted or otherwise processed data from accidental or unauthorised:
destruction, loss, alteration or lack of availability [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. Regardless of
whether the disjunctive construction is inclusive or exclusive, on literal interpreta-
tion, it narrows the scope of data protection. For example, stored data need only be
protected from accidental storage and destruction for the data protection objectives
to be met, with no protection of stored, transmitted or otherwise processed data
against accidental or unauthorised: access, processing, disclosure, loss, alteration or
lack of availability [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. When read in light of recital 75 of the Cyber-
security Act, however, the disjunctive construction may represent accommodation
for the fact that not all ICT PSPs may deal with all types of processed data or all
types of protected activities with processed data [1, rec. 75]. This favours contextual
conjunctive construction, such that the objects of data protection apply fully, to the
extent possible for the specific ICT PSP, supporting the effet utile of data protection
[11, p. 26].

On integration analysis, it is apparent that data protection of an ICT PSP dur-
ing design and development may need to be performed external to the ICT PSP.
This is because data protection functionality may not be complete until the design
and development of the components of the ICT PSP requiring data protection are
complete.4 Furthermore, data protection of an ICT PSP may need to be supple-
mented by measures external to the ICT PSP during delivery, maintenance, end of
life and disposal, as the ICT PSP may not be fully functional during those stages.5

ICT processes may provide external data protection for ICT products and services
during at least design, development, delivery and maintenance; however, protection
during end of life and disposal, as well as protection of ICT processes themselves
through their life cycle, may require other measures [1, Art. 2(14)]. The benefits
of external security, as indicated previously for ICT processes, apply, but are offset

4 Particularly at the early stages of design and development, and through design and development until
testing is complete.
5 This is particularly important as it represents stages of the life cycle of an ICT PSP where the ICT PSP
is exposed outside of the control of the ICT PSP provider.
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where the ICT PSPs providing that external security do not independently meet the
minimum security objectives.

2.3.2 Access limitation

Access limitation means that authorised persons, programs or machines are only able
to access data, services or functions to which their access rights refer [1, Art. 51(c)].
Neither determinative term is defined in the Cybersecurity Act [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22)].
The disjunctive ‘or’ construction is also present here, and for similar reasons as for
data protection, will be read in a contextual conjunctive manner: to address access
by all persons, programs and machines to all data, services and functions that apply
to a specific ICT PSP in order to support the effet util of access limitation.

On literal interpretation, as the subject of access limitation is authorised persons,
programs or machines, access limitation does not extend to unauthorised persons,
programs or machines [1, Art. 51(c)]. Consequently, authorised persons would be
subject to access limitation, while unauthorised persons would not, undermining
the effect util of access limitation. On purposive interpretation, as the purpose of
ECCSs includes protecting the confidentiality of ICT PSP data, services or functions,
that would also include protecting the confidentiality of ICT PSP data, services or
functions from unauthorised persons, programs and machines with no access rights
[1, Art. 46(2)]. In light of the consequentialist and purposive interpretations, the
preferred interpretation is that access limitation extends to limitation of unauthorised
persons, programs and machines—with no access rights, from access to ICT PSP
data, services and functions [37, paras. 14, 26].

On integration analysis, access limitation likely implements the ‘unauthorised’ ac-
cess aspect of data protection [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c)]. Access limitation is broader than
data protection, however, in that access limitation addresses unauthorised access to
all ICT PSP data, as well as the services and functions of ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 51(a)-
(c)]. Data protection is restricted to processed data, but addresses a broader set of ac-
tivities with processed data than just access, such as: storage, processing, disclosure,
destruction, loss, alteration and lack of availability [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. However,
the broader set of activities likely require initial access to the processed data, and
as such initially fall within the scope of access limitation—except for loss and lack
of availability. Adding a dimension, the data that access limitation uses to function,
such as authentication data and access right data, likely falls within the scope of
data protection as stored data, and as transmitted data where authentication data is
transmitted [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. Furthermore, access limitation data, services and
functions would likely be protected by access limitation itself in order to give effet
util to access limitation [1, Art. 51(c), 38, paras. 17, 22(11), 24].

On literal interpretation, access limitation does not explicitly extend throughout
the life cycle of ICT PSPs as data protection does [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c)]. On func-
tional interpretation, however, as access limitation likely implements part of data
protection, access limitation would have to extend throughout the life cycle of ICT
PSPs to give effet utile to data protection. Furthermore, on purposive interpretation,
as the purpose of ECCSs includes protecting processed data, services and functions
of ICT PSPs throughout their life cycle, the protection that access limitation pro-
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vides should extend throughout the life cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Art. 46(2)]. Finally,
as access limitation may not be fully functional in an ICT PSP during its design,
development, delivery, maintenance, end of life or disposal, access limitation would
have to be provided external to the ICT PSP in those stages.6 Again, the benefits
of external security, as indicated previously for ICT processes, apply here, but are
offset where the ICT PSPs providing that external security do not independently
meet the minimum security objectives.

2.3.3 Usage logging

ICT PSPs are required to record and make it possible to check which data, services
or functions have been accessed, used or otherwise processed, at what times and
by whom [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. Neither of the determinative terms are defined in
the Cybersecurity Act [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22)]. The use of disjunctive ‘or’ construction
is present again, and may be read, for similar reasons as for data protection, in
a contextual conjunctive manner to support the effet utile of usage logging. The
phrase ‘otherwise processed’ arises here again in relation to data, and for the reasons
expressed for data protection, ‘processed’ data in relation to usage logging includes
at least accessed, used, stored and transmitted data [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (e)-(f)].

The phrase ‘by whom’ requires clarification, as on literal interpretation it may
extend only to persons [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. On systematic interpretation, as access
limitation includes access by persons, programs and machines, access ‘by whom’
under usage logging may in parallel include access by persons, programs and ma-
chines [1, Arts. 51(c), (e)-(f)]. This is supported by functional interpretation, as
persons, programs and machines may all access ICT PSPs, and as such extension of
‘by whom’ to programs and machines may be required to give effet utile to usage
logging.

On integration analysis, the scope of access limitation and usage logging overlap
significantly in their objects of protection: they both address access to data, services
and functions of ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 51(c), (e)-(f)]. As usage logging records access
to and usage of data, services and functions, it likely records access to and usage of
access limitation data, services and functions [1, Arts. 51(c), (e)-(f)]. The inclusion is
important as it provides for the ability to record and observe which persons, programs
and machines are attempting to access and use access limitation data, services and
functions [39, paras. 29–30, 41, 44, 47]. The integration of usage logging and data
protection is more complex.

Usage logging addresses all data, services and functions of an ICT PSP, while data
protection addresses only processed data [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (e)-(f)]. Data protection
addresses a broader set of activities than usage logging, extending to: disclosure,
destruction, loss, alteration and lack of availability of processed data [1, Arts. 51(a)-
(b), (e)-(f)]. However, as disclosure, destruction and alteration of processed data may
require access to processed data, and represent use of processed data, they likely fall

6 A pattern is forming where during many stages of the life cycle of an ICT PSP, the implementation of the
minimum security objectives is not expected to be fully functional within the ICT PSP, requiring external
measures.
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within the scope of usage logging [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (e)-(f)]. The overlap between
data protection and usage logging is important because it allows usage logging of
activities protected by data protection, while concurrently recording data protection
services and functions in order to identify how data protection is operating [40,
paras. 21, 36(3)].

Considering the integration of usage logging, data protection and access limita-
tion from another perspective, as usage logging creates data that is stored through
recording, the data created by usage logging likely falls within the scope of data
protection and access limitation, and, consequently, usage logging of each. This
provides effet utile and fits with purposive interpretation, as the integrity and au-
thenticity of usage logging data would not be reliable unless its modification could
be protected and tracked reliably [1, Art. 46(2)].

On broader integration analysis, although usage logging does not provide any
direct protection of ICT PSPs, as it merely records activity and allows the activity
to be observed, usage logging enables broader ICT PSP protection by notifying
organisations of activity with the ICT PSP, so that the organisation can engage other
security measures to address that activity [41–48, p. 21, 49–55].

On literal interpretation, usage logging does not explicitly extend throughout
the life cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Art. 51(a)-(b), (e)-(f)]. On purposive interpretation,
however, as the purpose of ECCSs includes protecting processed data, services and
functions of ICT PSPs throughout their life cycle, the ability of usage logging to
protect ICT PSPs, such as through linkage to other organisational measures, would
need to extend through the life cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Art. 46(2)]. As usage logging
may not be fully functional in an ICT PSP during its design, development, delivery,
maintenance, end of life or disposal, usage logging would have to be provided
external to the ICT PSP in those stages.7 Again, the benefits of external security,
as indicated previously for ICT processes, apply here, but are offset where the ICT
PSPs providing external security do not meet the minimum security objectives.

2.3.4 Restorability

Restorability requires ICT PSPs to restore availability and access to data, services
and functions in a timely manner in the event of a physical or technical incident [1,
Art. 51(h)]. Neither of the determinative terms are defined in the Cybersecurity Act
[1, Arts. 2(1)-(22)].

On literal interpretation, restorability applies only to availability and access to
data, services and functions [1, Art. 51(h)]. Restorability does not include restoration
of other activities, such as: use, storage, processing or alteration [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b),
(e)-(f), (h)]. In other words, restorability does not restore the full functionality of an
ICT PSP. It is recommended that when ECCSs are designed, restorability extend to
the full functionality of the ICT PSP under consideration.

Restoration of availability and access are further qualified by the timeliness of
restoration [1, Art. 51(h)]. The timeliness of restoration is important to outcome anal-
ysis, as it determines when restoration of availability and access are to be complete.

7 Considering the linkage to other organisational security measures, this is particularly important.
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The Cybersecurity Act provides no explicit guidance on the timeliness of restoration
[1]. Clarification of the timeliness of restoration requires first a clarification of the
degree of restoration required in that timeframe.

On literal interpretation, the word ‘restore’ is not qualified by a degree of restora-
tion, implying no limitation on the degree of restoration [1, Art. 51(h)]. Furthermore,
the restorability objective has a more conjunctive construction than the aforemen-
tioned security objectives, with the use of the word ‘and’, rather than the use of the
word ‘or’: it is availability and access to all: data, services and functions that is to
be restored [1, Art. 51(h)]. This permits a greater degree of restoration. Systematic
interpretation is not available to elucidate the degree of restoration, as degrees of
restoration are not explicitly elaborated on in the Cybersecurity Act, NIS Directive,
NIS Implementing Regulation, eIDAS Regulation, Framework Directive (2009), Eu-
ropean Electronic Communications Code or GDPR [1, 15, Arts. 14(2), 16(2), 16,
Art. 2(3), 30, Art. 32(1)(c), 31, pp. 187–188, 33, pp. 114–115, 34, Art. 13a(2), 35,
Art. 19(1), 36, Art. 40(1)]. Functional interpretation supports full restoration, as any
degree of restoration below full restoration may undermine the effet utile of the
restorability objective. For example, restoration of access to 99% of ICT PSP data
may be a substantial target, except where the 1% not restored is the access limitation
data necessary to access the rest of the data. The timeliness of restoration will be
assessed based on complete restoration of access and availability to ICT PSP data,
services and functions.

Turning to the timeframe, the first aspect to consider is when the timeframe starts.
On literal interpretation, as restoration addresses availability and access ‘in the event
of’ a physical or technical incident, the timeframe likely starts when incomplete
availability or access first occur, during or after such an incident. The end of the
timeframe, or deadline for timeliness, may, for similar reasons, be considered to
occur when availability or access are first requested from the ICT PSP following
incomplete availability or access. This may occur virtually immediately. In summary,
timeliness of restoration may require, virtually immediate, complete restoration of
availability and access to ICT PSP data, services and functions during or after
a physical or technical incident.

One concern with this interpretation is that the ongoing nature of an incident may
limit the ability to start restoration. That only applies, however, where restorability
is coupled to the effects of the ongoing incident. For example, a mirror server in
one location may provide availability and access to data regardless of an ongoing
physical incident at the site of another mirror server [56]. Another concern with
this interpretation is that it appears to be a high standard for a minimum security
objective that applies across all ICT PSPs.8 The minimum security objectives do
not, however, seek to provide a minimum level of security, but rather an adequate
and higher level of security, initially to support organisations subject to Member
State implementations of the NIS Directive, on whom the internal market depends
for complete and virtually immediate availability and access [1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(1),
56(3), 67(2), recs. 5, 7, 12, 13, 65, 77, 92, 15, Arts. 14(2), 16(2), rec. 48, 16, Art.

8 It is important to note here that assurance levels do not play a role as they do not determine the security
level, but rather the evaluation level [1, Art. 2(21)].
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2(3), rec. 4, 57, p. 24]. Furthermore, virtually immediate and complete restoration
is currently a reality for data, services and functions through redundant devices [56,
58–60, p. 12, 61, pp. 99–107]. In particular, cloud services, which are currently
the focus of ECCS design by ENISA, can provide rapid restoration timeframes [2,
pp. 78, 80–81, 3, 58, 59]. The use of redundant devices may be limited for technical
reasons for some ICT PSPs [56, 58, 59]. The timeframe for restoration may therefore
be interpreted to be as close to immediate as possible, within the limits of what is
technically possible for the specific ICT PSP.9

The terms ‘physical incident’ and ‘technical incident’ are not defined in the Cyber-
security Act. The term ‘incident’ is defined in the Cybersecurity Act with reference
to the NIS Directive, where it refers to any event having an actual adverse effect on
the ability of network and information systems to resist actions that compromise the
confidentiality, integrity, authenticity or availability of their processed data or ser-
vices [1, Art. 2(6), 15, Arts. 4(2), 4(7)]. As such, on literal interpretation, a ‘physical
incident’ may relate to an ‘incident’ caused by a physical event, and a ‘technical
incident’ may relate to an ‘incident’ caused by a technical event. Systematic in-
terpretation is limited by the fact that the terms ‘physical incident’ and ‘technical
incident’ are not elaborated on further in the Cybersecurity Act, NIS Directive,
NIS Implementing Regulation, eIDAS Regulation, Framework Directive (2009) or
the European Electronic Communications Code [1, 15, 16, 30, Art. 32(1)(c), 31,
pp. 187–188, 33, pp. 114–115, 34–36]. The terms are used in the GDPR in a similarly
worded provision, but are not further elucidated [30, Art. 32(1)(c), 31, pp. 187–188,
33, pp. 114–115].

The fact that ‘incident’ was not specified alone in the restorability objective, but
was qualified into two types of incidents: ‘physical’ and ‘technical’, implies that the
distinction is important, and that only such incidents need be restored from. This is
a concern, however, as human error is a significant issue in cybersecurity and is not
by its nature a technical or physical event [1, recs. 8, 10, 62, 63, paras. 1.6, 4.7.1,
64, pp. 7, 9, 12–13]. It is recommended that incidents arising from events of human
error be included in the restorability objective in ECCSs.

On integration analysis, restorability implements part of data protection as restora-
bility addresses access, lack of availability, loss and destruction of processed data
within the scope of data protection [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (h)]. In addition, as restorabil-
ity restores availability and access to ICT PSP data, services and functions, this in-
cludes availability and access to data protection, access limitation and usage logging
data, services and functions [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h)]. The recommendation
that restorability extend to the full functionality of an ICT PSP is particularly im-
portant, as it would result in restoration of the full functionality of data protection,
access limitation and usage logging. The relationship is reciprocal, as restoration
data, or ‘images’, are likely stored, and as such protected by data protection, as well
as access limitation and usage logging when accessed and used [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c),
(e)-(f), (h)].

9 It is appreciated that this is likely a controversial interpretation as it may not be cost effective for certain
market segments, and may lead to trade-offs in ICT PSP storage capacity and performance.
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On literal interpretation, restorability does not explicitly extend throughout the life
cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (h)]. On functional interpretation, considering
that restorability implements part of data protection, and provides for the ongoing
availability of data protection services and functions following physical and technical
incidents, restorability too would likely have to extend throughout the life cycle of
ICT PSPs to give effet utile to data protection [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (h)]. Furthermore,
on purposive interpretation, as the purpose of ECCSs includes protecting processed
data, services and functions of ICT PSPs throughout their life cycle, the ability of
restorability to protect ICT PSPs should extend through the life cycle of ICT PSPs
[1, Art. 46(2)]. As restorability may not be fully functional in an ICT PSP during
its design, development, delivery, maintenance, end of life or disposal, restorability
would likely have to be provided external to the ICT PSP in those stages.10 Again,
the benefits of external security, as indicated previously for ICT processes, apply,
but are offset where the ICT PSPs providing that external security do not meet the
minimum security objectives independently.

2.3.5 Security by design

ICT PSPs are required to be secure by design [1, Art. 51(i), recs. 2, 12]. Security
by design is not defined in the articles of the Cybersecurity Act, but is described in
recital 12 as: ‘measures at the earliest stages of design and development to protect
the security of those products, services and processes to the highest possible degree,
in such a way that the occurrence of cyber attacks is presumed and their impact
is anticipated and minimized’ [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22), rec. 12]. Furthermore, security
by design should ‘constantly evolve to reduce the risk of harm from malicious
exploitation’ [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22), rec. 12].

Literal interpretation of the phrase ‘measures at the earliest stages of design and
development’ implies that security by design need occur only at the earliest stages
of design and development [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22), rec. 12]. On functional interpretation,
however, in order for security by design to have effet utile, it would have to exist
throughout design and development, as services and functions designed and devel-
oped at the end of those stages would also require security measures. As recital 12 is
merely guiding, and not binding, security by design is interpreted to extend from the
earliest stages of design and development to all stages of design and development
of ICT PSPs.

Literal interpretation of the phrase ‘highest degree possible’ implies that security
by design is to provide security measures to the highest possible degree of secu-
rity attainable. That is not consistent with systematic interpretation, where security
measures need only be designed to meet the security requirements of the applica-
ble ECCS [1, Arts. 46(2), 53(2), 56(1)]. As recital 12 is guiding, and not binding,
security by design shall be interpreted to refer to protection at least to the degree
specified by the applicable ECCS.

10 This is likely less of an issue during design, development, delivery and disposal, but is particularly
important during maintenance, where restorability is a last resort to address issues that arise during, or as
a result of maintenance.
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On literal interpretation, security by design under recital 12 appears to be limited
to protection from cyber attacks [1, rec. 12]. This is not consistent with systematic
interpretation, as the other security objectives, which would be expected to be de-
signed through security by design, are not limited to cyber attacks [1, Arts. 51(a)-
(j)]. Consequently, should the other objectives be implemented to address other cy-
ber threats without security by design, it would undermine the effet utile of security
by design, and likely the other security objectives. The purpose of ECCSs is not
limited to protecting ICT PSPs from cyber attacks, and as such, limiting security by
design to cyber attacks is not consistent with purposive interpretation [1, Art. 46(2)].
Again, as recital 12 is only guiding, security by design is interpreted to address all
cyber threats within the scope of ECCSs.

Finally, the impact of cyber attacks is to be anticipated and minimized by secu-
rity by design [1, rec. 12]. On literal interpretation this is vague, as identification
of who is potentially impacted and the threshold of minimisation are not specified.
On systematic interpretation, as ECCSs likely already incorporate such an analysis,
measures designed to meet the other security requirements of an ECCS likely antic-
ipate and minimise the impact of cyber threats sufficiently from the perspective of
the Cybersecurity Act.

On integration analysis, it is implicit that security by design provides the design
of the other security objectives. As each security objective clarified to this point
requires security external to the ICT PSP during certain stages of the ICT PSP
life cycle, security by design would also need to extend to those external forms of
protection.

2.3.6 Security by default

ICT PSPs are required to be secure by default [1, Art. 51(i), recs. 13, 87]. Security
by default is not defined in the articles of the Cybersecurity Act, but is described
in recital 13 [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22), rec. 13]. Security by default requires designers of
ICT PSPs to configure their ICT PSPs for a ‘higher level of security’, so that the
first user of the ICT PSP receives ‘a default configuration with the most secure
settings possible’ [1, recs. 13, 87]. Security by default should not require extensive
configuration, specific technical understanding or non-intuitive behaviour from the
user, should work easily and reliably when implemented and should prompt users
for the most secure settings where default settings are not feasible, on the basis of
risk and usability analysis [1, rec. 13].

Literal interpretation of the phrases ‘higher level of security’ and ‘most secure
settings possible’ should be tempered by systematic interpretation such that they
refer not to levels of security that may exist beyond those required by an ECCS,
but rather represent at least levels of security specified by an ECCS [1, Arts. 46(2),
52, 53(2), 56(1)]. On literal interpretation the same phrases imply that ICT PSPs
may also be configured for lower levels of security. On systematic interpretation,
however, configuration should not allow the level of security of an ICT PSP to go
below the level required by the applicable ECCS, as that would enable a certified ICT
PSP to operate as a non-certified ICT PSP, undermining the clarity and confidence
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that certification seeks to attain [1, Arts. 1(1), 46(2), 52, 53(2), 56(1), recs. 2, 7, 10,
65–66, 69].

On integration analysis, it is implicit that security by default provides the initial
configuration for the other security objectives, as specified by security by design,
including implementations external to the ICT PSP. That security configuration
data, as stored data, would likely be subject to data protection, while access to
security configuration data, services and functions would likely be subject to access
limitation, usage logging and restorability on the basis of security by design [1,
Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h), (i)]. This is important as it provides for protection,
tracking and rapid restoration of an ICT PSP’s security configuration.

2.3.7 Vulnerability and dependency identification

Known dependencies and vulnerabilities of ICT PSPs are to be identified and doc-
umented, and ICT PSPs are to be verified to not contain known vulnerabilities [1,
Arts. 51(d), (g)]. Neither vulnerabilities nor dependencies are defined in the arti-
cles of the Cybersecurity Act [1, Arts. 2(1)-(22)]. Dependencies are described in
recital 11 as: ‘one or more third-party technologies and components such as soft-
ware modules, libraries or application programming interfaces’ used by ICT PSPs
[1, rec. 11]. There is no recital description of vulnerabilities.

On literal interpretation, vulnerabilities in an ICT PSP may be viewed broadly.
On systematic interpretation, however, vulnerabilities are more narrowly viewed as
aspects of an ICT PSP that prevent it from meeting the security requirements of
the applicable ECCS [1, Arts. 46(2), 52, 53(2), 56(1)]. On purposive interpretation,
however, vulnerabilities may again be viewed more broadly, to include aspects of an
ICT PSP that undermine the purpose of ECCSs, including and beyond the specific
security requirements of the ECCS [1, Art. 46(2)]. As ICT PSPs need only meet the
requirements of an ECCS for certification, the systematic interpretation is preferred
[1, Arts. 46(2), 52, 53(2), 56(1), recs. 7, 77].

It is initially difficult to reconcile the requirement that ICT PSPs do not contain
known vulnerabilities with the requirement that known vulnerabilities in ICT PSPs
be identified and documented [1, Arts. 51(d), (g)]. This may be reconciled through
functional interpretation to include each aspect sequentially: known vulnerabilities
are to be identified, documented and verified to no longer exist—presumably after
they have been fixed. This is consistent with the interpretation of vulnerabilities as
deviations from the security requirements of an ECCS, as they are aspects that need
to be identified and fixed in order to comply with ECCS requirements [1, Arts. 46(2),
52, 53(2), 56(1)].

On integration analysis, vulnerability and dependency identification do not ex-
plicitly extend through the life cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 51(d), (g)]. Vulnerabilities
may, however, be discovered in implementations of the other minimum security ob-
jectives that do extend through the life cycle of ICT PSPs.11 In order to support
the effet util of those objectives, vulnerability identification would also need to exist

11 In light of the integrated nature of the minimum security objectives, vulnerabilities in one implementa-
tion of a minimum security objective can significantly affect the other minimum security objectives.
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throughout the life cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 46 (2), 51(a)-(b), (d), (g); 65, p. 25].
The same applies to dependencies, which may contribute to implementations of
the minimum security objectives that extend throughout the life cycle of ICT PSPs
[1, Arts. 51(d), (i), rec. 12]. Where the implementations of the minimum security
objectives are external to an ICT PSP, vulnerability and dependency identification
would need to extend to those external aspects, including ICT processes. Finally,
vulnerability identification would likely inform security by design, leading to fixes
applied via secure updates [1, Arts. 51(d), (g), (i)-(j), recs. 2, 11, 12, 13, 87].

2.3.8 Secure updates

ICT PSPs are to be provided with up-to-date software and hardware, containing no
publicly known vulnerabilities, by secure update mechanisms [1, Art. 51(j), recs. 87,
96]. Neither determinative term is defined in the Cybersecurity Act [1, Arts. 2(1)-
(22)].

Literal interpretation of the phrase ‘publicly known vulnerabilities’ may imply
that software and hardware updates may include vulnerabilities known to the ICT
PSP provider, including severe vulnerabilities, as long as they are not known to the
public. That is not consistent with systematic interpretation, however, as ICT PSPs
are not to contain any vulnerabilities, regardless of publication [1, Art. 51(g)]. It is
recommended that when ECCSs are designed, they require secure updates to contain
no vulnerabilities known to the ICT PSP provider.

On literal interpretation, a patch to an ICT PSP may not contain publicly known
vulnerabilities, but that does not prevent the patch from causing vulnerabilities in
the ICT PSP once applied to the ICT PSP [1, Art. 51(j), rec. 96]. On systematic
interpretation, however, as ICT PSPs are not to contain known vulnerabilities, patch
updates are likely required to not create vulnerabilities in ICT PSPs when they are
applied [1, Art. 51(g), rec. 96]. It is recommended that when ECCSs are designed,
they explicitly require secure update patches to not create new vulnerabilities in ICT
PSPs.

On integration analysis, it is apparent that secure updates provide a mechanism
for the delivery stage of ICT processes [1, Art. 2(14)]. In particular, secure updates
provide the mechanism for fixes to vulnerabilities in the implementations of the
minimum security objectives, including secure updates themselves, to be applied to
an ICT PSP. Secure update data, when transmitted and stored, is protected by data
protection, while access to secure update data, services and functions is protected
by access limitation, usage logging and restorability [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h),
(j)]. Furthermore, secure updates would be designed by security by design, would
be subject to vulnerability and dependency identification, and would be available by
default through security by default, as they implement a minimum security objective
required by ECCSs [1, Arts. 51(d), (g), (i)-(j)].

On literal interpretation, secure updates do not explicitly extend through the
life cycle of ICT PSPs [1, Art. 51(j)]. As secure updates provide the mechanism
for vulnerability fixes to be applied to implementations of the minimum security
objectives that do extend through the life cycle of ICT PSPs, secure updates would
need to extend through the life cycle of ICT PSPs to retain the effet util of those
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objectives [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (g)]. During a secure update, an ICT PSP may not
be fully functional, and as such data protection, access limitation, usage logging
and restorability of the ICT PSP would have to be provided by the secure update
mechanism, or external to the ICT PSP. The benefits of external security, as indicated
previously for ICT processes, would apply in the latter case, but would be offset
where the ICT PSPs providing that external security do not meet the minimum
security objectives independently.

2.3.9 Residual integration analysis

A gap has emerged through progressive integration analysis of the minimum security
objectives. The minimum security objectives, taken together, are not sufficient to
protect the integrity, authenticity and availability of ICT PSP services and functions
while they are operating. This is significant as the purpose of ECCSs includes
protecting the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability of processed
data, services and functions of ICT PSPs throughout their life cycle [1, Art. 46(2)].

Data protection addresses the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availabil-
ity of processed data, but does not extend to the services or functions of an ICT
PSP [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. Looking deeper, as ICT PSP services and functions may
be based partially on compiled code and configuration data, which are stored data,
the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability of ICT PSPs services and
functions are partly protected by data protection of the compiled code and configura-
tion data that underlie the services and functions [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b)]. This does not,
however, fully protect the integrity, authenticity and availability of ICT PSP services
and functions at runtime—while they are operating. Access limitation protects the
confidentiality of ICT PSP data, services and functions, including at runtime, but not
their integrity, authenticity or availability [1, Art. 51(c)]. Usage logging allows for
protection of ICT PSP data, service and function confidentiality, integrity, authen-
ticity and availability at runtime when the usage logging is monitored, but provides
no direct protection itself [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. Restorability restores the availability
of ICT PSP data, services and functions after physical and technical incidents, in-
cluding during runtime, but not their confidentiality, integrity or authenticity; and
does not protect the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity or availability of ICT PSPs
from incidents in the first place [1, Art. 51(h)]. It is recommended that protection of
the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability of ICT PSP services and
functions be an explicit security objective when ECCSs are designed, particularly
considering the use of certified ICT PSPs by operators of essential services in the
internal market [1, Art. 56(3), recs. 65, 92].

2.4 Conclusion

The scope of each ICT PSP and each minimum security objective was identified indi-
vidually and then clarified through legislative interpretation and integration analysis
with a focus on outcome efficacy. During identification it was generally observed
that the majority of the terms used to describe the minimum security objectives,
including those directly related to outcome efficacy, are not defined in the Cyber-
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security Act. This broadens the scope for divergent interpretation, undermining the
harmonisation objective of ECCSs and potentially impacting the outcome efficacy of
ECCSs [1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(1), rec. 95]. Clarification by integration analysis reveals
a high degree of integration between the objectives, directly relevant to outcome
analysis, and is also not explicit in the Cybersecurity Act. This creates further room
for divergent assessments of integration that may undermine the harmonisation ob-
jective of ECCSs and impact the outcome efficacy of ECCSs [1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(1),
rec. 95].

Where clarification was not available through legislative interpretation or inte-
gration analysis, recommendations were proposed to contribute to outcome efficacy.
The specific recommendations were that when ECCSs are designed:

1. Restorability extend to the full functionality of ICT PSPs

2. Restorability extend to human error incidents
3. Secure updates contain no known vulnerabilities
4. Secure updates create no new vulnerabilities in ICT PSPs
5. Protection of the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability of ICT PSP

services and functions be an explicit security objective

Finally, it was consistently observed that the minimum security objectives require
implementation external to ICT PSPs during stages of the life cycle of ICT PSPs
where ICT PSPs are not fully functional. This is a concern where the implementa-
tions are provided by ICT PSPs that do not meet the minimum security objectives
themselves [15, rec. 52]. This creates a recursive dependency, where certified ICT
PSPs providing external security measures may themselves require external security
measures, which would need to be provided by certified ICT PSPs, during stages of
their life cycles where they are not fully functional. This may represent an inherent
weakness in ECCSs that is not readily apparent, and hence may not only limit the
outcome efficacy of ECCS-certified ICT PSPs, but also how that outcome efficacy
is communicated and interpreted, including by Courts.

3 Cyber threat model analysis

3.1 Methodology

Cyber threat model outcome analysis will be performed in three steps: selecting
the cyber threats to model, selecting a model that supports analysis of the outcome
efficacy of the minimum security objectives against the selected cyber threats, and
using the model to analyse how the minimum security objectives assist organisations
in resisting and recovering from the selected cyber threats.

3.2 Threat selection

The Cybersecurity Act does not identify the individual cyber threats the minimum
security objectives are to address [1, Arts. 2(8), 51(a)-(j), recs. 3, 5, 6, 8–9]. The
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individual cyber threats to be addressed may include those identified in the NIS
Cooperation Group cybersecurity incident taxonomy (‘CIT’) for incidents under
the NIS Directive, Framework Directive (2009) and eIDAS Regulation [64, p. 6].
The CIT provides a consistent reference point for threat identification across EU
cybersecurity legislation, including the NIS Directive, which ECCSs are to focus on
initially [1, Art. 56(3), recs. 65, 92, 2, 3, 64, p. 6].

In the CIT, root causes are identified as either: system failures, natural phenomena,
human errors, malicious actions or third party failures [64, p. 9]. Each root cause
represents a class of cyber threat. System failures refer to the failure of a part of
a system due to internal causes such as hardware failures, software bugs or flaws
in procedures [64, pp. 9, 12–13]. Natural phenomena refer to natural events such
as storms and floods [64, pp. 9, 12–13]. Human errors relate to incorrect human
usage of a network and information system [64, pp. 9, 12–13]. Malicious actions
include cyber attacks and physical attacks [64, pp. 9, 12]. Third party failures refer
to disruption of a third party service, such as a power cut [64, pp. 9, 12–13]. As the
minimum security objectives are not limited in the cyber threats they are to address,
aside from restorability, they may have to address each of these classes of cyber
threat [1, Arts. 2(8), 51(a)-(j), 16, Art. 2(1)(b)].

The class of cyber threat to be used for model analysis will be selected based
on two criteria: the impact of the cyber threat on the internal market, and how
extensively the class of cyber threat challenges the minimum security objectives, in
line with the focus on outcome efficacy.

The first criteria will be assessed by reference to incident reporting under EU
cybersecurity legislation, specifically: Framework Directive (2009) article 13a and
eIDAS Regulation article 19 [34, Art. 13a(3), 35, Arts. 19(2)-(3), 66–71]. Aggregated
incident reporting under NIS Directive articles 14 and 16 is not publicly available
[13, Arts. 10(3), 14(3), 16(3), 20(1)]. Framework Directive (2009) reporting from
2013 to 2018 illustrates that, on aggregate, system failures were most frequently
reported, followed by human error, then natural phenomena, and finally malicious
actions [66, pp. 11–12, 67, pp. 15–16, 68, pp. 17–18, 69, p. 19, 70, pp. 17–18,
71, p. 9]. Incidents arising from natural phenomena took the most time to resolve,
followed by malicious actions, then system failure, and finally human error [66, p. 15,
67, p. 19, 68, p. 23, 69, pp. 22–23, 70, p. 21]. System errors affected the largest
number of user connections, followed by human error, then malicious actions, and
finally natural phenomena [66, pp. 15–16, 67, p. 19, 68, p. 22, 69, pp. 22, 70, p. 21].
Under eIDAS Regulation reporting from 2016 to 2018, system failures were most
frequently reported, followed by third party failures, malicious actions, and finally
human error [72, p. 11, 73, p. 12, 74, p. 8].

The reports of incidents described are limited in how they can inform cyber threat
class selection. First, they relate to only two aspects of the EU internal market, and
different aspects likely have different threat profiles [62, p. 135, 73, pp. 67–68, 75].
Second, reporting was based on incident thresholds, so not all incidents may have
been reported [66, p. 4, 67, pp. 9–10, 68, pp. 9–10, 69, pp. 11–12, 70, p. 11, 72,
p. 10, 73, p. 10]. Third, some threats may actively avoid detection, such as malicious
actions, and may be under-represented. The second criterion for selection will be
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preferred: how extensively a class of cyber threat challenges the minimum security
objectives.

Each class of cyber threat can extensively challenge the minimum security objec-
tives, but one class focuses specifically on that: malicious actions. Malicious actions
involve threat actors actively and intentionally trying to bypass or take advantage
of security measures [76, pp. 67–73, 77, pp. 91–98, 78, pp. 116–124]. Natural phe-
nomena, system failures, third party failures and human errors are unintentional and
therefore not focused on specifically challenging security measures. Threat actors
in malicious actions may be highly motivated, highly capable and devote significant
time and resources to malicious actions, while the other threat classes involve less
devotion to directly challenging security measures [76, pp. 67–73, 77, pp. 91–98,
78, pp. 116–124]. Within malicious actions, cyber attacks are considered a greater
threat than physical attacks, based on ENISA threat landscape reports from 2016 to
2018 [76, p. 7, 77, p. 9, 78, p. 9]. Cyber attacks will therefore be selected for model
analysis.

3.3 Model selection

The model will be selected based on four criteria. First, as cyber attacks are to be
assessed, the model needs to be able to address the common steps attackers take
in cyber attacks. Second, as security measures representing the minimum security
objectives are to be assessed in each cyber attack step, the model needs to be able to
address cybersecurity measures against each attack step. Third, as qualitative assess-
ment is to be performed, the model must allow for qualitative assessment. Fourth, as
security objectives are being assessed, instead of specific security implementations,
the model needs to be able to operate without specific attack techniques, procedures
or technologies being provided.

A broad array of models has been assessed against the selection criteria [79–82].
The assessment of three common types of models will be described here: attack
trees, attack surfaces and cyber kill chains.

Attack trees depict cyber attack steps in the shape of a tree [81, pp. 70–71, 83].
The attack starts at the root of the tree and branches out along potential attack paths
[81, pp. 70–71, 83]. Each path has several steps, or nodes, that represent potential
or actual steps in the attack [81, pp. 70–71, 83]. The different models of trees
vary in how they annotate the nodes and in their connections to further information
[81, pp. 70–71, 83]. Attack trees do not meet the selection criteria as they require
identification of specific techniques, procedures and technologies to determine the
attack paths and inform the annotation of the nodes [81, pp. 70–71, 83].

Attack surfaces tabulate relative cost–benefit values for attackers to access system
entry and exit points [84, p. 371]. The cost is based on the effort required by the
attacker to access the entry or exit point, while the benefit is based on the damage
potential of the attacker using the entry or exit point [84, p. 371]. Attack surfaces do
not meet the selection criteria as they require specification of techniques, procedures
and technologies to calculate cost–benefit ratios [84, p. 371].

Cyber kill chains are a series of tactical phases in a cyber attack conceived as
links in a chain [85]. A cybersecurity measure that stops one phase in the attack
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Table 1 Phases of the Lockheed Martin cyber kill chain in sequential order [85, pp. 4–5]

Phase Attacker actions

Reconnaissance Identification, selection and research of targets

Weaponisation Preparing techniques, procedures and tools for the attack

Delivery Movement of tools to the target system

Exploitation Exploiting a vulnerability to gain access to the target system

Installation Steps to maintain a persistent presence at the target system

Command
and Control

Manual access to the target system

Actions on
objectives

Steps to achieve the objectives of the attack at the target system: collection or disrup-
tion of information, or disruption of systems, includes lateral movement from the target
system to access other targets and to act on objectives at the other targets

breaks the chain, halting the entire attack [85, p. 2]. Cyber kill chains were designed
to model the most challenging and complex cybersecurity threat actors, termed
‘advanced persistent threat’ (‘APT’) actors [85, pp. 1–3]. APT actors are charac-
terised by repetitive attacks over long periods of time using advanced technology
and techniques [85, pp. 1–3]. As cyber kill chains are designed to address the most
challenging and complex threat actors, cyber kill chains allow assessment of cyber
attacks that challenge the minimum security objectives the most. Although not all
threat actors are APT actors, APT actors are copied by other threat actors, which
makes APT actor tactics anticipatory of other threat actor tactics [78, p. 27]. Cyber
kill chains meet the selection criteria as they allow qualitative assessment of com-
mon cyber attack steps and cybersecurity measures at those attack steps on a tactical
level, independent of specific techniques, procedures and technologies [85, pp. 4–6].

The original, and standard, cyber kill chain model is the Lockheed Martin cyber
kill chain (‘LM-CKC’) [85]. The phases of the LM-CKC are depicted in Table 1.

The defender may use a variety of tactics at each phase, including: detection,
denial, disruption, degradation, deception and destruction to stop the attack [85,
pp. 5–6]. Defensive strategies adopted in the earlier phases, particularly up to ex-
ploitation, are more effective at resisting cyber attacks than strategies at and follow-
ing exploitation [78, p. 117, 81, pp. 70–71, 85, pp. 6–7].

There are a variety of cyber kill chain variations proposed based on the LM-CKC
that variably elaborate on individual phases, omit phases, re-order phases or empha-
sise lateral movement [86–101]. The LM-CKC will be selected as it is the standard
cyber kill chain and represents a common ground between the variants [85]. Fur-
thermore, as the standard cyber kill chain and a common ground between variants,
the LM-CKC allows for correlation with a wide variety of cybersecurity literature,
including via MITRE tactics and techniques [99–101]. An additional benefit of the
LM-CKC is that ENISA uses the LM-CKC in threat landscape reports that could
have informed the drafting of the Cybersecurity Act [76, pp. 19, 23, 25, 28–29, 32,
36, 39–40, 42, 45, 47, 50, 52, 56, 58, 61, 65, 77, pp. 29, 35, 38, 44, 48, 54, 59, 63,
67, 70, 74, 78, 81, 86, 89, 78, pp. 32, 36, 40, 46, 53, 58, 63, 68, 73, 77, 84, 91, 99,
106, 113, 131].

The LM-CKC was originally designed for cyber attack analysis and requires two
adaptations to allow for analysis of the outcome efficacy of cybersecurity legislation.
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Table 2 Modified phases of the Lockheed Martin cyber kill chain in sequential order [85, pp. 4–5]

Phase Attacker actions Defender actions

Reconnaissance Identification, selection and research of
targets

Identification of attackers and vectors;
tracking updates to attack vectors;
detection, denial, disruption, degra-
dation, deception and destruction of
attacker reconnaissance

Weaponisation Preparing techniques, procedures and tools
for the attack

Implementing techniques, tools and
procedures for: detection, denial,
disruption, degradation, deception and
destruction

Delivery Movement of tools to the target system Detection, denial, disruption, degrada-
tion, deception and destruction

Exploitation Exploiting a vulnerability to gain access to
the target system

Detection, denial, disruption, degrada-
tion, deception and destruction

Installation Steps to maintain a persistent presence at
the target system

Detection, denial, disruption, degrada-
tion, deception and destruction

Command
and control

Manual access to the target system Detection, denial, disruption, degrada-
tion, deception and destruction

Actions on
objectives

Steps to achieve the objectives of the at-
tack at the target system: collection or
disruption of information, or disruption of
systems; includes lateral movement from
the target system to access other targets and
to act on objectives at the other targets

Detection, denial, disruption, degrada-
tion, deception and destruction

Damage
assessment

Assess the gains of the attack Assess the losses of the attack

Recovery Reduce negative consequences to them-
selves

Reduce negative consequences to
themselves

Communication Communicate the attack in a selected fo-
rum

Communicate the attack, recovery
and losses to internal and external
stakeholders, as well as to authorities

Evidence
gathering

Limit evidence gathering Gather evidence for legal proceedings;
provide evidence to authorities and
plaintiffs for administrative and Court
proceedings

Legal pro-
ceedings

Avoid litigation; defend litigation Initiate own legal proceedings to re-
duce losses or pursue other goals;
cooperate in Court proceedings started
by authorities; defend Court proceed-
ings against plaintiffs; defend admin-
istrative proceedings by authorities

First, the defender tactics are to be expanded beyond the default detect, deny, disrupt,
degrade, deceive and destroy to allow for other cybersecurity tactics [88, pp. 8–9].
Second, phases after Action on Objectives leading up to legal proceedings are to
be added in order to reflect ICT PSP incident handling and litigation. The phases
added are: Damage Assessment, Recovery, Communication, Evidence Gathering
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and Legal Proceedings.12 The modifications to the LM-CKC are depicted in Table 2
[85, pp. 4–5].

3.4 Model analysis

3.4.1 Reconnaissance

Attacker reconnaissance involves identification, selection and research of targets
[85, p. 4]. Defender reconnaissance involves identification of potential attackers and
attack vectors, tracking published updates on attack vectors, as well as detection and
denial of attacker reconnaissance [85, p. 5]. The defender may also disrupt, degrade
and destroy attacker reconnaissance, but such tactics may be considered engaging
in illegal cyber attacks [18, Arts. 3–8, 102–104]. The defender may engage in
deception, but it can be complex to implement and may be less attainable for all
organisations across the EU internal market [105]. The analysis at this phase and in
subsequent phases will focus on defender detection and denial.

Defender reconnaissance starts with security by design, where a certified ICT
PSP provider identifies potential attackers and attack vectors starting early in de-
sign and development [1, Art. 51(i), rec. 12]. This includes known dependencies in
order to address supply chain issues, including in internal and external security mea-
sures [1, Art. 51(d), rec. 11]. Defender reconnaissance continues with the certified
ICT PSP provider tracking published updates on attack vectors as part of ongo-
ing security by design and vulnerability identification [1, Arts. 51(d), (i), rec. 11].
Detection and denial of attacker reconnaissance during certified ICT PSP design,
development, delivery, maintenance, end of life and disposal occurs through exter-
nal security measures, including ICT processes, providing access limitation, data
protection and usage logging—where the usage logging data is monitored and acted
upon [1, Arts. 2(14), 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), 106, para. 25(1)]. The importance of data
protection, access limitation and usage logging extending through the life cycle of
an ICT PSP is apparent here. Where the external measures are not certified, they
may be the focus of reconnaissance, unlimited by detection or denial through access
limitation, data protection or usage logging.

Attacker reconnaissance on a certified ICT PSP during its operation may be de-
tected and denied via access limitation, data protection and usage logging, where
the usage logging data is monitored and acted upon [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f)]. An
attacker may, however, perform reconnaissance on copies of certified ICT products
that they acquire, as a common consumer would. Reconnaissance on such copies
occurs without detection or denial, as it occurs in isolation from both ICT product
providers and potential target organisations. Acquisition of specialised ICT prod-
ucts may, however, lead to detection [97, p. 9]. Attacker reconnaissance on isolated
copies of ICT products is mirrored by ICT product providers testing their copies to
identify vulnerabilities, and potential target organisations performing vulnerability
and penetration testing to test their copies [1, Arts. 51(d), (g), 37, paras. 26, 53,

12 Although presented as individual, linear phases, the appended phases may practically overlap, occur in
different orders and involve cyclic iteration.
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38, paras. 31(4), 28(7)-(8), 107, paras. 18(a), 38, 108, pp. 32, 60]. The comparison
is important, because the discrepancy observed in systematic versus purposive in-
terpretation of vulnerabilities has a significant effect. An ICT PSP provider is only
required to test for vulnerabilities that represent deviations from an ECCS, in line
with the systematic interpretation, while attackers and potential target organisations
will likely test for vulnerabilities that compromise the availability, authenticity, in-
tegrity and confidentiality of processed data, services and functions of an ICT PSP
in addition to ECCS requirements, consistent with the purposive interpretation [1,
Art. 46(2)]. The distinction reflects how ECCSs are not required to provide absolute
protection, and likely requires potential target organisations to perform vulnerability
and penetration testing to address the distinction for certified ICT PSPs they use [1,
Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(2), 56(3), 67(2), recs. 7, 77, 37, paras. 26, 55, 36, paras. 31(4),
28(7)-(8), 107, paras. 18(a), 38, 108, pp. 32, 60].

Where attacker reconnaissance is limited, this limits the information the attacker
has to successfully execute the remaining phases of the kill chain against a hardened
target like a certified ICT PSP.13 This can enter into the cost–benefit assessment
of the attacker in deciding whether to proceed with an attack, as this limits the
techniques, procedures and tools the attacker can prepare during weaponisation,
increasing the chances of detection and denial at later phases in the kill chain.14

The attacker may focus instead on non-certified ICT PSPs used by organisations, as
they may be researched with less risk of detection and denial. This is a concern, as
should the attacker be able to exploit a vulnerability in a non-certified ICT PSP, they
may be able to use the privileges the non-certified ICT PSP runs under to access the
certified ICT PSP as a valid user, unlimited by access limitation or data protection
[38, paras. 22(3), 24, 31(3), 44, 45, 49–52, 54, 109, paras. 15–16, 28].

The concern is greater where they are able to escalate their user privileges to
administrator rights and modify access limitation data, usage logging data and the
overall security configuration of the certified ICT PSP [43, 49, 52, 53, 55, 110,
p. 165, 111–115].

A parallel concern is where attackers do not seek reconnaissance on the ICT PSPs
of a target organisation, but rather on the employees of the target organisation for
social engineering-based attacks [116, p. 102, 117, pp. 145–146, 118]. Where the
attacker uses certified ICT PSPs at the target organisation for such reconnaissance,
access limitation, data protection and usage logging—where it is monitored and acted
upon—can provide for detection and denial [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f)]. Where the
attacker uses non-certified ICT PSPs at the target organisation for social engineering
reconnaissance, no such detection or denial may be available. This is important
because social engineering may enable the attacker to access certified ICT PSPs
in the organisation using valid user rights, unlimited by access limitation, data
protection or usage logging [117, pp. 145–146].

13 This is of central importance for the defender, as will become more apparent through model and simu-
lation analysis.
14 Attackers adapt to this by developing tools to facilitate reconnaissance within target organisations during
the attack.
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Once an attacker identifies a vulnerability in a certified ICT PSP, they may spread
that knowledge within attacker communities, facilitating reconnaissance by other
attackers [49, p. 15, 57, pp. 13–16, 119, 120]. A certified ICT PSP provider that
identifies a vulnerability through reconnaissance may publicly provide a fix through
secure updates, which may inform attackers about the vulnerability and allow them
to use the vulnerability against organisations that are slow to check for and apply
updates [38, paras. 22(1)-(2), 24, 121, paras. 35(7)(iii), 37, 47]. An organisation
that identifies a vulnerability in a certified ICT PSP during reconnaissance is not
required to communicate that vulnerability to other organisations or to the ICT PSP
provider, potentially leaving it open for attackers to identify the vulnerability in their
reconnaissance [1].

The public availability of ECCS security requirements and ICT PSP provider
security usage details supports attacker reconnaissance [1, Arts. 50, 52(3)-(4), 54(1),
55, recs. 85, 93, 122]. ICT PSPs need only meet the minimum security requirements
of ECCSs for certification, so there may be less motivation for certified ICT PSP
providers to provide security beyond that.15 The result is that the public availability of
ECCSs provides a high level blueprint of the security of certified ICT PSPs across the
EU internal market, including those used by operators of essential services subject
to national implementations of the NIS Directive, while public availability of ICT
PSP provider security usage documentation provides the recommended and hence
likely common usage of the security features [1, Art. 56(3), recs. 65, 92].

In summary, the outcome efficacy of the minimum security objectives in detecting
and denying attacker reconnaissance is limited by the use of non-certified ICT PSPs
connected to certified ICT PSPs, as well as the public availability of: ECCS security
requirements, ICT PSP provider security usage details and commercial copies of ICT
PSPs. However, no recommendations are made with respect to either limitation,
as practical recommendations to limit connection of certified ICT PSPs to non-
certified ICT PSPs require more ECCSs to be available, and the public availability
of commercial copies of ICT PSPs, as well as ECCS security requirements and ICT
PSP provider security usage documentation, may be considered necessary for the
functioning of the EU internal market and the ECCS framework [1, recs. 1, 2, 4, 7,
40–42, 51, 80, 85, 93, 15, recs. 1–3].

3.4.2 Weaponisation

In the weaponisation phase, the attacker prepares the techniques, procedures and
tools (‘TPTs’) for the attack, while the defender prepares their TPTs to defend
against attacker TPTs [1, rec. 49, 85, p. 4].

Attacker weaponisation may be difficult for a certified ICT PSP to detect or deny,
as it may occur without interaction with the certified ICT PSP [87, 89, 92, 93,
pp. 199–200]. Where the attacker tests the weaponisation on a certified ICT PSP,
detection and denial may occur via access limitation, data protection and usage
logging, except when the attacker uses their own individual copy, for which they

15 Depending on the security culture of the ICT PSP provider, the cost–benefit analysis may not support
additional security.
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have access rights, and which is isolated from the ICT PSP provider and target
organisations [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f)].

Defender weaponisation of certified ICT PSPs occurs during design and devel-
opment through security by design and vulnerability identification [1, Arts. 2(14),
51(d), (g), (i), rec. 12]. This manifests in implementation of the minimum secu-
rity objectives, without vulnerabilities, from early in design and development, both
internal and external to the ICT PSP [1, Arts. 2(14), 51(a)-(j), rec. 12]. Defender
weaponisation continues following the delivery of the certified ICT PSP, where se-
curity by default provides the initial configuration of internal and external security
measures [1, Arts. 2(14), 51(i), rec. 13]. The interpretation of security by default
as requiring that the security measures of a certified ICT PSP cannot be configured
to a lower level of security than that required by the applicable ECCS is relevant
here, as the initial weaponisation of the certified ICT PSP at an organisation may
not meet the minimum security objectives without that interpretation. Protection
of the security configuration by means of data protection, access limitation, usage
logging and restorability allow persistence of the weaponisation state selected [1,
Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h), 43, p. 14].

Weaponisation continues in the maintenance of a certified ICT PSP, where secure
updates provide fixes to identified vulnerabilities in the minimum security objectives
[1, Arts. 2(14), 51(d), (g), (j)]. The recommendation that secure update patches not
create new vulnerabilities in ICT PSPs is relevant here, as new vulnerabilities may
compromise weaponisation. Weaponisation during maintenance also occurs through
restorability, which restores availability and access to the implementations of the
security objectives [1, Arts. 2(14), 51(h)]. The recommendation that restorability
restore not only availability and access, but the full functionality of the implemen-
tations of the security objectives is important here, as without the full functionality,
weaponisation may be compromised following restoration.

3.4.3 Delivery

Delivery is where the attacker moves tools for the attack to the target system [85,
p. 4]. The defender seeks to detect and deny the delivery [85, p. 5].

Delivery to a target organisation or to a certified ICT PSP provider may take place
via a certified ICT PSP, or to a certified ICT PSP—as its target destination. In each
case, access limitation, data protection and usage logging, where it is monitored and
acted upon, may detect and deny the delivery [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f)]. Where an
upstream ICT PSP is previously compromised in the delivery chain, such as through
social engineering, and valid certified ICT PSP user access rights are obtained, access
limitation and data protection would provide no detection or denial [44, pp. 2–3,
45, 117, pp. 145–146, 123]. This also applies where the certified ICT PSP is the
target of social engineering for delivery [44, pp. 2–3, 45, 117, pp. 145–146, 123].
Usage logging may facilitate detection in both cases, where the usage logging data
is monitored and acted upon, and attacker behaviour deviates from that expected
of the valid user [44, p. 6, 45, 49, 51, 112, p. 2]. Where the target destination for
delivery is a certified ICT PSP, restorability can restore a version of the ICT PSP
that omits the delivery [1, Art. 51(h)]. Where the destination is a non-certified ICT
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PSP connected to a certified ICT PSP, restorability of the certified ICT PSP will
play no role, as the delivery will persist in the non-certified ICT PSP.

Social engineering and regular monitoring of usage logging data are limiting fac-
tors in the outcome efficacy of the minimum security objectives during the delivery
phase, and, as will be seen, in subsequent phases. As they reflect how certified ICT
PSPs are used, rather than inherent features, they may be considered external to the
minimum security objectives, but within the control of organisations using certified
ICT PSPs. It is therefore recommended that the legal benefits of organisations using
certified ICT PSPs be tied, in implementing acts of the Cybersecurity Act, to regular
monitoring of usage logging data and regular training to limit social engineering [1,
Art. 49(7), recs. 8, 10, 93, 104, 117, p. 148, 123, pp. 34–37, 124, p. 401, 125,
pp. 199–200]. The recommendations are also important to the outcome efficacy of
the minimum security objectives, as they clarify the boundaries of certified ICT
PSPs to users, promoting more secure use of certified ICT PSPs and supporting the
trust and therefore the adoption of certified ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 1(1), 4(6), 54(1)(b),
recs. 2, 7, 10, 65, 69, 78, 80, 93].

3.4.4 Exploitation

During exploitation an attacker exploits a vulnerability in the target system using
tools transmitted during delivery, while the defender attempts to at least detect and
deny the exploitation [85, pp. 4–5].

The ability of an attacker to exploit a vulnerability in an ICT PSP depends on
the strength of reconnaissance and weaponisation, as well as the ability to deliver
tools to the target system.16 Where the minimum security objectives limit each of
these, exploitation of a certified ICT PSP may be indirectly limited. The minimum
security objectives can also directly limit exploitation, subject to the access rights
the attacker obtains during delivery and exploitation.

Where the attacker obtains during delivery access rights that are valid for the
certified ICT PSP being exploited, such as through social engineering, exploitation
may only be detected and denied through monitoring and acting upon aberrations
in usage logging data [37, paras. 26, 53, 38, paras. 22(3), 24, 31(3), 31(7), 44,
pp. 2–3, 6, 45]. Where the access rights are not valid for a certified ICT PSP being
exploited, access limitation, data protection and usage logging that is monitored
and acted upon can provide detection and denial [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), 45].
Where a non-certified ICT PSP connected to a certified ICT PSP is the target of
exploitation, the exploitation would occur without detection or denial by access
limitation, data protection or usage logging of the connected certified ICT PSP.
This is particularly important, again, as exploitation of the non-certified ICT PSP
may enable the attacker to obtain valid access rights for the connected certified ICT
PSP, including administrator level access rights [38, paras. 22(3), 24, 31(3), 44,
45, 49–52, 54, 109, paras. 15–16, 28]. An attacker may also obtain escalated valid

16 Although it is common to focus on the exploitation phase, it is these precursor phases that are largely
determinative of the outcome of the cyber attack.
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access rights, including administrator level access rights, in the direct exploitation
of a certified ICT PSP [44, pp. 2–5, 111].

Where the attacker is able to obtain administrator level access rights to a certified
ICT PSP, the attacker may be able to control access limitation, data protection,
usage logging, restorability and secure update data, services and functions, including
modification of usage logging and restorability image data to limit detection of their
previous and subsequent activities [38, paras. 22(3), 24, 31(3), 44, 45, 49–52, 54,
109, paras. 15–16, 28]. This augments the importance of the interpretation of security
by default that certified ICT PSPs cannot be configured with a level of security below
that required by the applicable ECCS. Where the exploitation of the certified ICT
PSP occurs within services or functions of the minimum security objectives, those
services or functions may no longer be operational, regardless of security objective
configuration safeguards [38, paras. 22(3), 24, 31(3), 44, 45, 49–52, 54, 109, paras.
15–16, 28].

3.4.5 Installation

In installation, an attacker takes steps post-exploitation to maintain a persistent
presence at the target system, while the defender is active in at least detection and
denial [85, p. 5].

Installation occurs under the access rights obtained through exploitation [49,
52, 53, 55, 111–113, 115]. Installation may occur on a certified ICT PSP, where
detection and denial operate to the extent access limitation and data protection limit
those access rights, as well as the extent to which both remain functional after
exploitation [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), 45]. Usage logging may detect such activity and
provide for detection and denial, subject to: how egregious the activity appears, the
ability of the attacker to modify usage logging data and the extent to which usage
logging remains functional following exploitation [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f), 43, p. 13, 44,
p. 6, 49, 51, 110, p. 165, 112, p. 2, 113–115, 126, pp. 132–133, 127, p. 37].
Restorability will be able to restore a version of the ICT PSP that does not contain
the installation, subject to the ability of the attacker to modify restorability image
data and the extent to which restorability remains functional following exploitation
[1, Art. 51(h), 49, 55]. Where installation remains undetected in the certified ICT
PSP, restorability data images may contain the installation, providing for protracted
presence of the installation following restoration. Where installation occurs in a non-
certified ICT PSP connected to a certified ICT PSP, neither access limitation, data
protection, usage logging nor restorability in the certified ICT PSP will provide for
detection or denial of the installation.

3.4.6 Command and control

In command and control (‘C&C’), the attacker obtains manual access to the target
system, while the defender is active in at least detection and denial [85, p. 5].

The attacker may engage in C&C in person or by using automated mechanisms
instructed by a central server or peer server [85, p. 5, 97, pp. 14–15, 17, 115,
128, pp. 14–20]. An exploited ICT product or service may also act as a peer C&C
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server to coordinate C&C across a target organisation or across organisations in
the EU internal market [49, 97, p. 18, 129, p. 183, 130–132]. The ability of the
attacker to gain C&C is a function of the tools delivered, the extent of access
rights obtained following exploitation and the extent of installation.17 Where each
is limited by the minimum security objectives, C&C can be limited; however, once
C&C is obtained, the attacker can directly address the limitations, including through
privilege escalation [43, p. 13, 49, 52, 111]. During C&C, the attacker is likely
operating under valid access rights, unlimited by access limitation or data protection,
and is only subject to detection and denial through monitoring of usage logging data,
dependent on: how egregious the C&C activity appears, the ability of the attacker
to modify usage logging data, the ability of the attacker to bypass usage logging
services and functions, as well as the extent to which usage logging continues to
function [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), 43, p. 13, 44, p. 6, 49, 51, 110, p. 165, 112, p. 2,
113–115, 126, pp. 132–133, 127, pp. 38–40].

3.4.7 Action on objectives

During action on objectives, the attacker takes steps to achieve the objectives of
the attack at the target system, including compromising the availability, authenticity,
confidentiality and integrity of ICT PSP data, services and functions [85, p. 5].
Action on objectives is where lateral movement across an organisation’s network, or
iterative penetration within an organisation’s network, may occur [85, p. 5]. During
this phase, the defender is focused on at least detection and denial [85, p. 5].

Detection and denial of action on objectives in a certified ICT PSP is based on
the access rights the attacker is able to obtain with the certified ICT PSP and the
extent to which the security objectives continue to operate [49, 52, 53, 55, 111–113,
115]. In light of the attacker having obtained C&C, detection of action on objectives
and the previous phases is relegated to what the attacker allows to be detected. The
capacity for lateral movement and iterative penetration is similarly based on the
access rights the attacker is able to obtain and how these may assist with further
delivery, exploitation, installation and C&C within the target organisation or across
connected organisations in the EU internal market [44, pp. 2–6, 45, 46, 49–52, 54,
115].

From the legal perspective, while the phases leading up to action on objectives
contribute to liability, action on objectives is where losses predominantly occur
[85, p. 5]. Action on objectives is where personal data, trade secrets and other
confidential data may be obtained from an organisation by an attacker, and where
the operations of an organisation may be impacted, affecting compliance with service
level agreements [85, p. 5, 97, pp. 10–11, 133, p. 71]. This further accentuates the
importance of measures earlier in the kill chain from the legal perspective [78,
pp. 6–7, 81, pp. 70–71, 85, p. 117].

17 Each element contributes to the footprint of the attacker.
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3.4.8 Damage assessment

During damage assessment, the attacker assesses the gains from the attack, while
the defender assesses the losses from the attack.18 Damage assessment forms the
foundation for identifying the initial legal consequences of the attack and the initial
legal options available.19

Damage assessment by the defender may only start once the defender has detected
at least one phase in the attack, which may occur while the attack is still underway
or some time after the attack ends.20 Damage assessment by the defender may only
be completed once the attack and associated vulnerabilities have been correctly
understood.21 Restorability data images, as a benchmark of the ICT PSP before
the attack occurred, and usage logging data that may record attacker activity, both
facilitate correctly understanding the attack and the associated vulnerabilities [41,
108, pp. 18, 26–27, 29, 31–32, 39, 41, 56, 67–69, 118, pp. 180–181, 134, p. 142]. The
highly integrated nature of the minimum security objectives, where usage logging
tracks access to and use of the data, services and functions of data protection,
access limitation, restorability and usage logging, throughout the life cycle of the
ICT PSP, assists with understanding how each security objective played a role in
the attack, in order to appreciate the scope of potential damage [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)].
The interpretation of the timeliness of restoration as being virtually immediate, and
encompassing complete restoration throughout the life cycle of a certified ICT PSP,
also augments damage assessment. The more frequent and complete the restorability
data image snapshots, the more information is available to assist damage assessment
across each stage of the life cycle of a certified ICT PSP.22

Damage assessment may not, however, be able to detect everything that occurred
during an attack [43, pp. 11–15, 47, 49, 54, 55, 97, p. 13, 130, p. 11, 131]. Where
the attack uses valid user access rights for a certified ICT PSP, such as through so-
cial engineering or through compromise of a connected non-certified ICT PSP, the
ability to separate attacker activity from legitimate user activity may be challenging
[126, pp. 88, 131–133, 127, pp 38, 40]. Where the attack uses the memory space
of a certified ICT PSP, but not the APIs of the certified ICT PSP, which engage
usage logging and restorability services and functions, attacker activity would not be
recorded in usage logging or restorability image data.23 The ability of the attacker to
modify usage logging and restorability image data can also limit damage assessment
[43, p. 13, 44, p. 6, 49, 51, 110, p. 165, 112, p. 2, 113–115, 126, pp. 38–40, 127,

18 This is a fundamental and central phase from the practical perspective.
19 Damage assessment is used to identify the losses, clarifying damages, as well as how the losses came to
occur, clarifying liability, and who may have been involved, clarifying potential parties to legal proceed-
ings.
20 When damage assessment starts can play a significant role in defender tactics and the motivation to
restore an ICT PSP.
21 This understanding is necessary to understand where to look for potential and actual losses.
22 The life cycle perspective is important as attacks and losses may occur across the stages of the life cycle
of an ICT PSP.
23 This may be detected by external security measures that operate during some stages of the life cycle of
an ICT PSP.
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pp. 180–181, 202, pp. 132–133]. The potential involvement of non-certified ICT
PSPs in the attack further limits damage assessment from an organisation perspec-
tive, as usage logging and restorability image data may not be available for the non-
certified ICT PSPs. Furthermore, organisation focus on other phases, such as a rush
to engage in recovery to support organisation function and limit legal liability, can
result in loss of data for damage assessment [108, pp. 38–39, 135, pp. 4, 6–7, 16,
136, pp. 129–130].

Damage assessment plays a significant role in subsequent phases. Recovery, com-
munication and evidence gathering all depend on accurate damage assessment. The
inability of damage assessment to identify all attacker activity limits recovery, as all
of the effects to be recovered from may not be identified.24 The inability of dam-
age assessment to identify all attacker activity may also limit communication, as it
may prevent identification of all relevant stakeholders to be notified, may prevent
meeting reporting thresholds for notifying identified stakeholders and may result in
incomplete communication content to identified stakeholders.25 As communication
can lead to legal proceedings by stakeholders against the organisation, this can limit
the legal consequences to the organisation and the legal options of the stakeholders.26

The inability of damage assessment to identify all attacker activity also limits the
evidence available in the evidence gathering phase, further limiting legal conse-
quences and options, as the evidence may not exist for specific procedural routes
or substantive causes of action or defence.27 Damage assessment can also impact
evidence gathering by impacting the admissibility of evidence for legal proceedings.

Damage assessment and evidence gathering both focus on determining what oc-
curred in an attack, but evidence gathering focuses on also being able to prove what
occurred in an attack in legal proceedings.28 The manner of damage assessment may
impact the ability to prove what occurred in legal proceedings. The integrity and
chain of custody of evidence may need to be proven in Court for evidence to be
admissible, and damage assessment may inadvertently undermine the integrity and
chain of custody of evidence [48, pp. 15, 18–19, 22–24, 30, 33, 40, 46–47, 108,
pp. 15, 38, 40, 118, p. 148, 134, p. 96, 137, p. 224, 138, pp. 6–7]. This is particularly
the case for transient evidence, such as evidence in the volatile memory of ICT PSPs
[48, pp. 30–33, 135, pp. 4, 6–7, 16, 138, p. 4, 139, pp. 33–34, 147–149, 157, 140,
pp. 3, 4–5]. The integrated nature of the security objectives supports being able to
prove integrity and chain of custody through access limitation and data protection of
both usage logging and restorability image data, as well as similarly protected usage
logging of access limitation and data protection [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h)].

24 It is likely common that not all attacker activity is identified.
25 Limitations in communication to stakeholders in the broader internal market limit the ability of those
stakeholders to recover and otherwise respond to attacks to limit the losses across the internal market.
26 That lack of identification of attacker activity limits characterisation of losses to allow public policy to
allocate the losses in line with social objectives as between the targeted organisation and the actual affected
stakeholders.
27 Particularly as against attackers and intermediaries, who are proximal in the chain of causation of losses.
28 The distinction is practically important, as those performing the damage assessment may not be fully
aware of the evidentiary requirements of the applicable procedural routes and substantive causes of action
and defence.
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3.4.9 Recovery

During recovery, the attacker and defender each seek to reduce the adverse conse-
quences of the attack to themselves, including the legal consequences.29

The attacker seeks during recovery to reduce the evidence that could be used to
identify them and their activity [43, p. 13, 44, p. 6, 47, 49, 55, 97, p. 6, 108, p. 29,
110, p. 165, 112, p. 2, 113–115, 131]. The extent of evidence to reduce depends on
the extent of delivery, exploitation, installation, C&C and action on objectives [43,
pp. 11–15, 47, 49, 97, p. 5, 130, p. 11]. Where a certified ICT PSP limits attacker
reconnaissance, it can require the attacker to engage in more extensive delivery,
exploitation, installation, C&C and action on objectives to compensate for the lack
of reconnaissance, potentially creating more evidence for the attacker to reduce.30

Where attacker reconnaissance is less limited, the attacker can be more efficient
and streamlined in their TPTs, making recovery inherent in the TPTs and leaving
little evidence to reduce following an attack. Usage logging and restorability image
data are additional areas of evidence for an attacker to reduce; and where each are
protected by access limitation and data protection, attacker evidence reduction may
be more complicated and take more time [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h), 43, p. 13,
44, p. 6, 49, 108, p. 29, 110, p. 165, 112, p. 2, 113–115, 118, pp. 180–181]. The
ability of an attacker to address usage logging and restorability image data depends
on the attacker’s ability to perform reconnaissance to understand each, as well as
their ability to obtain access rights to either modify or bypass usage logging and
restorability, such as through direct operating system calls rather than certified ICT
PSP API calls.31 The attacker activity of reducing evidence following an attack, or
even during an attack, as opposed to having streamlined TPTs that automatically
limit evidence, may in fact lead to attacker detection, accentuating the benefit of
limiting attacker reconnaissance [108, p. 29].

From the defender perspective, similar to damage assessment, recovery may start
once the attack is detected, and can only be completed once the attack and associ-
ated vulnerabilities are completely understood through damage assessment.32 Where
the attack leads to operational and legal consequences for an organisation, recovery
would need to start and complete as soon as possible to minimise those consequences
[136, pp. 129–130]. The ability of certified ICT PSPs to provide complete and vir-
tually immediate restoration of access and availability, and the recommendation that
they provide full functionality, in addition to access and availability, both facili-
tate rapid and complete recovery [45, 60, p. 12]. From an organisation perspective,
however, the lack of such restorability in non-certified ICT PSPs that are identified

29 Recovery may be seen as the primary goal of defenders, as legal routes may not be available.
30 As the phases are sequential, leading to the attacker objective of action on objectives, there may be
evidence in each phase, leading to an accumulated larger body of evidence to reduce.
31 Ultimately it may not be possible for an attacker to reduce all traces, but rather limit the harm to them
of the traces that remain.
32 Particularly as evidence may be present in each phase of the attack, and the attacker may need to spend
significant time locating and reducing the evidence from each phase with the added limitations of reduced
reconnaissance in how to do that.
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for recovery during damage assessment would delay restoration. Restoration may
also be delayed by the fact that ICT PSP data processed during and following an
attack, even in a certified ICT PSP, may not be reliable, and may need to be man-
ually restored through repeated transaction processing against an older restoration
image that damage assessment is able to verify is reliable.33 Usage logging data in
certified ICT PSPs can support such manual restoration, to the extent it is available
and considered reliable following damage assessment. Finally, where data is copied
or extracted from a certified ICT PSP during an attack, and is stored outside of an
organisation, the restorability objective does not explicitly provide for retrieval of
that data [60, p. 8, 102, pp. 11–15, 24–25, 103, p. 13, 104, pp. 210–213, 141, p. 93].

The need to recover as quickly as possible to limit operational and legal conse-
quences may limit damage assessment, with the previously indicated consequential
effects on communication and evidence gathering [108, pp. 38–39, 135, pp. 4, 6–7,
16, 136, p. 130]. The trade-off between recovery and each of the following: damage
assessment, communication and evidence gathering, is minimized by the minimum
security objectives. Complete restorability data images and usage logging data per-
sist following restoration to indicate what was present before restoration, and what
occurred during restoration. The evidence of what occurred during restoration fur-
ther informs the damage assessment, communication and evidence gathering phases,
and may be used to limit the legal consequences of the attack to an organisation [30,
Art. 83(2)(c), 31, pp. 346–351, 33, pp. 172–173, 40, para. 44]. The loss of volatile
data during restoration remains a consideration in the trade-off, as not all volatile
data may also be present in usage logging or restorability image data [48, pp. 30–33,
112, pp. 3, 4–5, 135, pp. 4, 6–7, 16, 138, p. 4, 139, pp. 33–34, 147–149, 157].

The trade-off for non-certified ICT PSPs in the organisation appears to be less of
a concern, as with the potential lack of usage logging or restorability image data,
there may be less data to preserve to guide damage assessment in the first place.
This, however, accentuates the need to preserve volatile data for non-certified ICT
PSPs, accentuating the effects of the trade-off for non-certified ICT PSPs compared
to certified ICT PSPs. As forensic copying of volatile data immediately follow-
ing detection may not be a practical reality or priority for organisations across the
EU internal market, the data available for damage assessment, communication and
evidence gathering may be practically relegated to usage logging and restorability
image data of certified ICT PSPs.34 This practical reality allows restoration, dam-
age assessment, communication and evidence gathering to be seen less as trade-
offs for certified and non-certified ICT PSPs. This practical reality also allows for
greater forensic readiness, which permits rapid damage assessment and evidence
gathering to occur, without interrupting ICT PSP restoration or ongoing function
[48, pp. 32–33, 136, pp. 118–119].

33 The process of manual restoration may be error-prone, particularly where the manual process is not
a common workflow in the organisation.
34 It may be a challenge to expect this of SMEs for example.
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3.4.10 Communication

Within communication, the attacker may communicate the attack to selected recipi-
ents, while the defender may report the attack to internal and external stakeholders,
as well as authorities, on the basis of damage assessment and recovery.35 Commu-
nication may also be used by the defender to guide the outcome of the attack by
communicating directly or indirectly with the attacker in order to deceive or nego-
tiate with them [37, para. 20, 55, 105, p. 36, 142, 143]. Communication starts to
crystallise the legal consequences of an attack by notifying those who may seek
legal proceedings against the organisation, or others, as a result of the attack.36

Communication by the defender may start at any phase once the attack is de-
tected, but may only be completed with accuracy once damage assessment and
recovery are completed.37 Damage assessment and recovery inform communication,
and limitations in each limit communication as previously indicated. This is im-
portant because the fact of communication, as well as the timing and content of
communication may be used as evidence in legal proceedings to influence the li-
ability of organisations [37, para. 66, 38, para. 31(6), 40, para. 44, 106, para. 34,
109, para. 59, 121, para. 46]. For example, communication by the defender may
be legally required to occur within a specific timeframe, depending on thresholds
informed by damage assessment and recovery, and include specific content deter-
mined through damage assessment and recovery [15, Arts. 14(3)-(7), 16(3)-(8), 16,
Arts. 3–4, 30, Arts. 33, 34, 83(2)(h), 31, pp. 190–197, 346–351, 33, pp. 152–155,
164–167, 172–173, 34, Art. 13a(3), 35, Art. 19(2), 36, Arts. 40(2), 40(3), 144–146].
Where organisations are tempted to limit the content of the communication, usage
logging data and restorability image data, protected by access limitation and data
protection, and usage logging of each, are available to identify what organisations
failed to disclose [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f), (h)].

There is no requirement in the Cybersecurity Act for certified ICT PSP users to
report certified ICT PSP vulnerabilities to either: certified ICT PSP providers, other
users in the EU internal market that may be vulnerable or administrative bodies that
monitor and enforce ECCS certification [1, Arts. 54(1)(m), 55(1)(c), 56(8), 63, 64,
rec. 30]. It may be assumed that such reporting would occur at least by organisa-
tions to ICT PSP providers, as it would be in the best interest of the organisation

35 Sharing of vulnerabilities and threats by attackers and defenders is very important as it is the basis
for more extensive attacks across the EU internal market and improved defensive postures across the EU
internal market.
36 The stakeholder responses to communication can create further obligations on an organisation with
respect to damage assessment and recovery, which may be to the detriment of other objectives during
damage assessment and recovery.
37 The balance of timing requires careful consideration of the potential practical and legal consequences
of the communication, seeking to limit the overall losses to the organisation rather than losses across the
EU internal market.
38 This may not occur where it is a known, published vulnerability, which is of concern, as prioritization of
the fix to the vulnerability can be proportional to the impact it has on ICT PSP users, and where ICT PSP
users do not report that an incident has occurred with respect to the vulnerability, that can lead to a lower
prioritization than it deserves.
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with the vulnerability.38 There is also no requirement in the Cybersecurity Act that
certified ICT PSP providers have fixes for reported vulnerabilities available through
secure updates within a specified timeframe following vulnerability identification
[1, Arts. 51(d), (g), (j), 54(1)(m), 65, p. 26]. Where there is no requirement for a fix
to be available in the EU internal market through secure updates within a specific
timeframe, and where the vulnerability is known to attackers, including those who
have already executed an attack using the vulnerability, organisations across the EU
internal market are exposed to attacks using the same vulnerability for an unlim-
ited period of time [78, p. 138, 120, pp. 13–16, 47, 55, 147, pp. 27–36]. The lack
of a requirement that certified ICT PSP providers notify ICT PSP users, or other
persons, including organisations, who may be adversely affected during this period
undermines shared threat intelligence, which may otherwise operate to reduce the
effects of the vulnerability across the EU internal market [1, rec. 7, 15, Art. 20(1),
rec. 67, 16, Art. 2(d), rec. 40, 65, p. 26, 103, 148, p. 41, 152, pp. 97–103, 153, pp. 3,
5].

It is recommended that in implementing acts of the Cybersecurity Act, organi-
sations be required to notify certified ICT PSP providers of vulnerabilities within
a specific timeframe following first detection, and apply secure updates containing
vulnerability fixes within a specific timeframe following their first availability, in or-
der to retain the legal benefits of using certified ICT PSPs [1, Arts. 49(7), 54(1)(m),
recs. 30, 104, 36, rec. 264, 46, 124, pp. 412–413, 154]. It is also recommended
that the minimum security objectives of security by design, as well as vulnerability
identification and documentation be augmented in ECCSs. First, certified ICT PSP
providers should be required to design certified ICT PSPs in a modular fashion so
that vulnerabilities in one part of the ICT PSP do not impact other parts of the ICT
PSP, allowing a vulnerable part to be shut down until a fix is available, without
impacting the rest of the function of the ICT PSP [61, pp. 99–107]. Second, cer-
tified ICT PSP providers should be required to commit to a specific turn-around
time from vulnerability identification to fix availability through secure updates [1,
Art. 54(1)(m)]. Third, certified ICT PSP providers should be required to notify cer-
tified ICT PSP users within a specific timeframe of configuration changes to isolate
vulnerabilities until a fix is available via secure updates, without communicating
further information that could facilitate wider attacker reconnaissance [1, recs. 30,
50, 155, pp. 24–27].

3.4.11 Evidence gathering

During evidence gathering the attacker may be passive, relying on their actions
in previous phases to limit the evidence available against them.39 The defender,
however, is active and seeks to gather evidence of damage assessment, recovery and
communication.40

39 In spite of potentially being passive, limiting evidence is a primary objective for the attacker.
40 This phase, as with the previous phases, may occur at different times for the attacker and for the de-
fender, which is particularly important from the perspective of evidence gathering, where the attacker and
defender are competing over the same evidence.
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Defender evidence gathering may start as soon as damage assessment starts,
continue through recovery and communication, and extend into legal proceedings.
During legal proceedings, the defender may have to address requests for evidence
by others engaged in legal proceedings against the attacker or the defender [15,
Arts. 15, 17, rec. 61, 30, Art. 58(1), 31, pp. 285–289, 33, pp. 167–172, 34, Art. 13b,
36, Art. 41].

The ability to gather evidence for legal proceedings has been largely addressed in
the analysis of damage assessment, recovery and communication. There is a further
refinement that directly impacts legal proceedings: an imbalance in gathering iden-
tification evidence. Identification of parties is necessary to start legal proceedings
against parties, or at least to obtain and enforce judgements against parties.41 Usage
logging data can assist organisations in identifying attackers, but is rarely sufficient
on its own to identify attackers [102, pp. 15–16, 104, pp. 205–235, 129, p. 156,
157, 187, p. 107]. Usage logging services and functions are not explicitly permitted
to track down and identify attackers in order to establish the ‘whom’ element of
usage logging [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f), 60, p. 8, 102, pp. 11–15, 24–25, 103, p. 13, 104,
pp. 210–213, 141, pp. 96, 98–100]. This creates an imbalance, because a defender
organisation can rarely identify an attacker to start legal proceedings against that
attacker, while the defender organisation may be required to communicate attacks
to those affected by the attack, who may start legal proceedings against the defender
organisation. As a consequence, defender organisations may be regularly exposed
to losses through legal proceedings following cyber attacks, but rarely be able to
offset their losses through legal proceedings against the attacker. This is important,
because it changes the focus of evidence gathering for organisations from gathering
evidence to pursue attackers to gathering evidence to defend legal proceedings.

In defending legal proceedings, organisations may be required to provide evi-
dence that they prepared and implemented appropriate policies and procedures [15,
Arts. 15(2), 17(2), recs. 60–61, 16, Arts. 4, 6, 30, Art. 58(1), 31, pp. 285–289,
33, pp. 167–172, 34, Art. 13b, 36, Art. 41, 57, pp. 14–15, 158, pp. 18–35, 159,
pp. 10–26, 31, 160, pp. 14–28]. The minimum security objectives assist with doc-
umenting implementation as usage logging and restorability provide access limited
and data protected tracking of ICT PSP configuration and operation. The interpre-
tation of security by default as at least meeting the security requirements of an
ECCS, and not allowing configuration of an ICT PSP below those requirements,
also assists with establishing implementation, as the certified ICT PSP will always
be configured to at least comply with the applicable ECCS. Usage logging and
restorability image data also assist in determining where employees have deviated
from documented policies and procedures, allowing an organisation to assert that
the organisation should not be held liable for employees not following implemented
policies and procedures [40, para. 44, 161, para. 51].

In defending legal proceedings, organisations may attempt to rely on cyber in-
surance to offset their losses.42 To obtain cyber insurance, organisations may also

41 In some jurisdictions proceedings may be started against unnamed parties to enable procedural routes
for evidence gathering to assist further identification.
42 Organisations may also attempt to rely on other existing insurance, but with less certainty.
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be required to present documentation of planned and implemented policies and pro-
cedures [162, pp. 9, 14–15, 17–18, 163, pp. 25–27, 164, 165]. Usage logging and
restorability image data, as well as security by default assist with establishing im-
plementation to obtain cyber insurance [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f), (h)]. Organisations may
not, however, always be able to rely on cyber insurance to limit losses from attacks,
as the exclusion clauses may be broad and may be read broadly by insurers, leading
to potential coverage disputes that can enter into their own legal proceedings [1,
Arts. 51(e)-(f), (h), 62, pp. 145–148, 166, pp. 10–11, 167, pp. 90–94, 168, 169].
In coverage legal proceedings, usage logging and restorability image data may also
be used by organisations as evidence to establish implementation of policies and
procedures required for coverage.43

In defending legal proceedings, usage logging may provide organisations with
evidence necessary to shift responsibility to intermediaries, or to pursue interme-
diaries independently to recover losses or limit future losses [170, 171].44 While
organisations may not be able to offset losses using this approach against interme-
diaries protected by liability legislation, organisations can obtain alternative relief,
including through settlement with intermediaries, which supports organisation goals
and deters future attacks [19, paras. 109–120, 20, paras. 119–124, 170, pp. 189,
194–195, 214, 171, p. 256, 172, Arts. 12–15]. Where the organisation can establish
that the intermediary knew of the issue leading to the cyber attack and had the ability
to prevent it, the intermediary may no longer be protected by liability legislation
[19, paras. 109–120, 20, paras. 119–124, 172, Arts. 12–15]. The organisation can
notify the intermediary to establish the knowledge element for future attacks, but
may not be able to require the intermediary to monitor for such future attacks, un-
dermining actual knowledge [172, Art. 15, 173, paras. 35–40, 47–53]. Furthermore,
targeting intermediaries can negatively impact the reputation of an organisation
[170, pp. 204–213, 171, pp. 250–260]. This augments the importance of gathering
evidence, not to pursue attackers or intermediaries, but to defend against legal pro-
ceedings or pursue legal proceedings to assert insurance coverage.23, 16, Arts. 9–12,
30, Arts. 77, 79, 82–84, 31, pp. 335–338, 340–341, 344–354, 33, pp. 186–193, 167,
pp. 66–90, 174, Arts. 1(1), 4(1), 5, 6–14, 16, 175, pp. 473–487, 176, pp. 489–493,
504–521].

3.4.12 Legal proceedings

Within legal proceedings the attacker avoids or defends the proceedings.45 A defender
organisation may be involved in legal proceedings in three ways: they may initiate
legal proceedings, such as against an attacker, an insurer, an ICT PSP provider or
an intermediary; they may cooperate in legal proceedings started by another entity,

43 This will not assist, however, with the Court’s reading of the breadth of policy coverage.
44 This analysis does not include ECCS conformity of ICT PSP providers or ICT services, such as under
Cybersecurity Act, Arts. 63–65, as ECCS conformity is treated as a control variable to facilitate outcome
assessment.
45 Avoidance of legal proceedings, while initially preferable, prevents the attacker from defending the
case, which can result in Court orders to their detriment.
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where they are not a party to the proceedings, such as criminal proceedings; and
they may be a defendant in proceedings started by administrative bodies, or natural
or legal persons [13, Arts. 15, 17–18,

In order to assess how the minimum security objectives contribute to legal pro-
ceedings, it is important to consider how the minimum security objectives contribute
to the procedural routes and the substantive causes of action and defences in legal
proceedings.46 The ability of the minimum security objectives to contribute to proce-
dural routes, causes of action and defences depends on the legal test that applies to
each and the evidence required to meet each element of the legal test. The minimum
security objectives may contribute to an element of a legal test by capturing specific
evidence to support that element, or by their mere presence, through, for example,
evidence of certification.

There is no requirement within the Cybersecurity Act that the minimum security
objectives capture evidence to address the elements of any legal test for any pro-
cedural route, substantive cause of action or defence [1]. Even if an organisation
attempts to use evidence created by implementations of the minimum security ob-
jectives to address an element of the legal test for a procedural route or substantive
cause of action or defence, there is no requirement in the Cybersecurity Act that
such evidence be considered admissible [1]. The minimum security objectives con-
tribute to the integrity and chain of custody of evidence, which are relevant to the
admissibility of evidence, as discussed previously, but do not explicitly satisfy any
other admissibility requirements [1]. In other words, the Cybersecurity Act does not
ensure that evidence gathered by the minimum security objectives can play a role
in legal proceedings.

There is no requirement within the Cybersecurity Act that meeting the mini-
mum security objectives satisfies or contributes to any element of any legal test
for any procedural route, substantive cause of action or defence [1]. The fact of
certification is permitted to act as a legal presumption, but that is not linked to any
specific legal test for any procedural route, substantive cause of action or defence
[1, Arts. 54(3)-(4)]. This may imply that the fact of certification is admissible in
such legal proceedings, but the proceedings remain to be identified; and there is no
explicit presumption of the admissibility of the fact of certification in other legal
proceedings [1, 35, Arts. 3(33), 3(36), 25, 35, 41, 43, 46, rec. 22]. Furthermore,
ECCS certification does not explicitly correlate with certification under other EU
legislation that has legal weight [1, Arts. 54(3)-(4), rec. 74, 30, Arts. 32(3), 42].
Finally, the Cybersecurity Act encourages the use of international standards in the
creation of ECCSs, but does not specify the legal effect of compliance with any
international standard [1, Arts. 2(19), 8(1)(a), 62(4)(i), recs. 69, 76].

The Cybersecurity Act provides no explicit procedural safeguards for organisa-
tions in legal proceedings [1]. For example, there is nothing explicit in the Cyber-
security Act to prevent an organisation from having to defend legal proceedings in
multiple EU Member States, or from being subject to duplicate remedies for the
same cyber attack on a certified ICT PSP [1, Arts. 63–65]. Such procedural safe-

46 The variations in each across EU Member States pose significant challenges to the harmonious effec-
tiveness of the minimum security objectives in legal proceedings.
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guards are available in a criminal context and are provided for generally for civil
proceedings across the EU, as well as in specific administrative proceedings, but are
not clearly established for administrative proceedings under the Cybersecurity Act
[1, Arts. 63–65, 30, Art. 81, 177, Art. 4, 178, Arts. 29–34, recs. 21–24, 179, 180,
para. 42].

The lack of explicit legal effect of meeting the minimum security objectives,
as well as the lack of explicit provision for the admissibility of evidence obtained
from and of the minimum security objectives, may reflect a legislative focus on
securing ICT PSPs rather than on pursuing those who contribute to cyber attacks.
This is particularly reasonable in light of the goal of protecting the EU internal
market against cyber threats, as well as the limitations in identifying attackers and
the interest in protecting innocent intermediaries [1, Arts. 1(1)(b), 46(1), recs. 1–3,
5, 102, pp. 15–16, 104, pp. 205–235, 156, 157, pp. 107–118, 172, Arts. 12–15].
The concern emerges that while there is no focus on targeting those who contribute
to cyber attacks through legal proceedings, there is also no focus on protecting the
organisations targeted by cyber attacks, during legal proceedings.

It is recommended that usage logging and restorability data be specified in ECCSs
such that they comply with common evidentiary admissibility requirements for le-
gal proceedings across the EU.47 It is also recommended that a presumption of their
admissibility, as well as the admissibility of ECCS certification to prove compli-
ance with the minimum security objectives, be specified in implementing acts of
the Cybersecurity Act. Finally, it is recommended that the legal effect of meeting
the minimum security objectives through certification under an ECCS be explicitly
identified in implementing acts of the Cybersecurity Act, such as in relation to the
NIS Directive and GDPR [1, Arts. 54(2), 56(3), recs. 65, 74, 92]. The clarity is
necessary not only for organisations defending legal proceedings, but also for deci-
sion makers in legal proceedings in order to consistently establish, in conjunction
with the other recommendations on organisation practices and their legal effect in
relation to certification, how certification balances with other organisation practices.

3.5 Conclusion

Qualitative model outcome analysis illustrates that the minimum security objectives
provide organisations in the EU internal market using certified ICT PSPs with limited
technical capability to resist and recover from cyber attacks, as well as with very
limited legal capability to recover from cyber attacks.

The technical capacity is limited primarily by factors external to the minimum
security objectives, but within the responsibility of targeted organisations, such as:
training to limit social engineering, how often organisations monitor and act on
usage logging data, delay in organisations notifying certified ICT PSP providers
of vulnerabilities, delay in organisations applying ICT PSP vulnerability fixes, and
connection of certified ICT PSPs to non-certified ICT PSPs in organisations. As these
are factors within the control of organisations but outside the control of ICT PSP
providers, it was recommended that the legal benefit of organisations using certified

47 At least to address the case where organisations in the EU have to defend legal proceedings in the EU.
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ICT PSPs be tied to organisation practices that limit the impact of these factors.
In particular, it was recommended that implementing acts of the Cybersecurity Act
require organisations to engage in the following practices to obtain legal benefit
from using certified ICT PSPs:

1. Perform regular monitoring of certified ICT PSP usage logging data

2. Engage in regular training to limit social engineering
3. Report vulnerabilities to certified ICT PSP providers within a specified time after

first detection
4. Apply certified ICT PSP fixes to vulnerabilities within a specified time after first

availability

No recommendation was provided with respect to connection of non-certified
ICT PSPs to certified ICT PSPs, as there are insufficient ECCSs currently available
on which to practically base such a recommendation.

The technical capability of the minimum security objectives is limited secondarily
by factors internal to the minimum security objectives, such as certified ICT PSP
providers not being required to fix vulnerabilities within a specific timeframe or
notify certified ICT PSP users of vulnerabilities within a specific timeframe. As
these are factors internal to the minimum security objectives, they may be addressed
by recommendations for ECCSs, in particular that certified ICT PSP providers be
required to:

1. Design certified ICT PSPs in a modular fashion so that vulnerabilities in one part
do not impact other parts of the ICT PSP, allowing a vulnerable part to be shut
down until a fix is available, without impacting the rest of the function of the ICT
PSP

2. Commit to a specific turn-around time from vulnerability identification to fix avail-
ability through secure updates

3. Notify certified ICT PSP users within a specific period of time of configuration
changes to isolate vulnerabilities until a fix is available via secure updates, without
communicating further information that could facilitate wider attacker reconnais-
sance

The technical capability is also limited by factors that are external to the mini-
mum security objectives, but also external to the control of target organisations in the
internal market, such as: public commercial availability of ICT PSPs, publication of
ECCSs and publication of ICT PSP provider security usage details. Recommenda-
tions were not made with respect to any of these, as public commercial availability
of ICT PSPs is important for the functioning of the internal market, and publication
of ECCSs and ICT PSP security usage details are important for the functioning of
the ECCS framework.

The ability of organisations to pursue and defend legal proceedings to limit losses
from cyber attacks is limited by lack of clarity on the admissibility of evidence ob-
tained from the minimum security objectives, as well as lack of clarity on the
admissibility of evidence to establish conformity with the minimum security ob-
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jectives, such as the fact of ECCS certification. In addition, there is no clarity on
the legal effect of meeting the minimum security objectives, beyond permission to
establish legal presumptions in EU and EU Member State law. It was recommended
that:

1. Usage logging and restorability data be specified in ECCSs such that they comply
with common evidentiary admissibility requirements for legal proceedings across
the EU

2. A presumption of the admissibility of usage logging and restorability image data,
as well as a presumption of the admissibility of ECCS certification to prove com-
pliance with the minimum security objectives, be specified in implementing acts
of the Cybersecurity Act

3. The legal effect of meeting the minimum security objectives through certification
under an ECCS be explicitly identified in implementing acts of the Cybersecurity
Act, such as in relation to the NIS Directive and GDPR

The potential impact of the limitations identified in qualitative model outcome
analysis, as well as the potential impact of the recommendations to address them
will be further illustrated through simulation analysis.

4 Cyber threat simulation analysis

4.1 Methodology

Cyber threat simulation will focus on cyber attacks, for the same reasons specified
for model analysis. Cyber attack simulation will focus on the highest ranking threat
vectors and highest ranking threat actors for organisations in the internal market, as
identified in ENISA threat landscape reports from 2012 to 2018 [76–78, 148–151].
ENISA threat landscape reports are selected for threat prioritisation, as ENISA was
responsible from at least 2013 onwards for supporting EU network and information
security policy and law [181, Arts. 1(3), 2(2), 3(1)(a), recs. 2, 3, 12, 13, 19, 24].
The attacks will be described with reference to the phases of the modified LM-CKC
to provide correlation with model analysis. The attacks to be simulated include:
a ransomware attack, an insider attack, a cyber espionage attack, a denial of service
and data breach attack and a nation state monitoring attack.

Where the simulations rely on newly discovered vulnerabilities, it is important for
outcome efficacy analysis to note that locating new vulnerabilities in ICT products
and services is not difficult, as there may be vulnerabilities in ICT products and
services at any one point in time that can be located by evaluating ICT products
and services against common weakness enumerations [48, pp. 8–10, 55, 111, 120,
pp. 15–17, 182, 183].
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4.2 Ransomware attack

Ransomware is a type of malicious software (‘malware’) that denies access to ICT
PSP data, services or functions until a ransom is paid [143]. Malware was the highest
ranking threat from 2014 to 2018, and ransomware was the most prevalent type of
malware in 2018 [76, p. 7, 77, p. 9, 78, pp. 9, 24, 31, 150, p. iv, 151, p. 7]. The
majority of malware attacks occur through email, including phishing, where a person
is lured to a website that contains the malware [78, pp. 31, 40, 67, 72, 102, 119].
Web-based attacks were the second ranking threat from 2014 to 2018 [76, p. 7, 77,
p. 9, 78, p. 9, 150, p. iv, 151, p. 7]. Cybercriminals were the most engaged cyber
attacker from 2016 to 2018 and were responsible for over 80% of the cyber attacks
detected in 2018 [76, p. 69, 77, pp. 93–94, 78, pp. 119].

In this simulation, a cyber criminal targets organisations in the EU internal market
with spam emails linked to a website containing ransomware [78, p. 105]. The
ransomware is designed to target vulnerabilities in an operating system used by
organisations in the EU internal market. The operating system is certified under an
ECCS and, as such, meets the minimum security objectives.

The cyber criminal performs reconnaissance by reviewing published historical
vulnerability reports of a commonly used version of the operating system in the EU
internal market, as well as the source code of the same version made available to the
open source community by the operating system provider. The cyber criminal iden-
tifies a new vulnerability that is not present in the historical vulnerability reports.
Neither the operating system provider nor the organisations to be attacked detect the
attacker’s reconnaissance. An organisation using the targeted version of the operat-
ing system performs reconnaissance by reviewing the same historical vulnerability
reports. The organisation does not review the source code for vulnerabilities or per-
form vulnerability or penetration testing [184]. The operating system provider tests
the operating system to ensure it meets the requirements of the ECCS, including that
published vulnerabilities are fixed, but does not review the source code to identify
further vulnerabilities.

During weaponisation, the cyber criminal uses existing ransomware code that is
available in attacker communities and modifies it to target one historical vulnerability
and the newly discovered vulnerability in the target version of the operating system
[52, 78, p. 101]. The cyber criminal tests the ransomware against a commercially
available copy of the operating system obtained under a pseudonym. The cyber
criminal registers a URL that appears similar to, but is different from a legitimate
organisation’s URL, using another pseudonym. The cyber criminal prepares a web
page that is similar to the webpage of the same legitimate organisation, but is scripted
to download and automatically execute the ransomware. The cyber criminal places
the web page and the ransomware on a server whose IP address is registered with the
URL and which resides in a jurisdiction with limited legal options for organisations
in the EU internal market. The cyber criminal constructs a spam email that is likely
to entice people to click the website link in the email and places the email within an
existing spam bot network for distribution [78, pp. 43, 54–56, 58]. Weaponisation
by the operating system provider occurs through compliance with the applicable
ECCS, including provision of fixes to known vulnerabilities in the target version
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[1, Art. 51(g)]. Weaponisation by the organisation occurs by applying those fixes
through the secure update process [1, Art. 51(j)].

Delivery starts when the spam bot transmits the email to an employee in the
organisation. The employee receives the email and clicks the link in the email.
The employee’s web browser opens the illegitimate web page, which automatically
downloads and executes the ransomware on the employee’s computer using the em-
ployee’s access rights. The operating system records the storage and execution of
the ransomware [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. The ransomware attempts to exploit the known
vulnerability and is not successful as the organisation has applied the fix to the
known vulnerability. The exploitation of the newly discovered vulnerability is suc-
cessful and allows the ransomware to escalate privileges to root level administrator
rights, with full access rights across the organisation [53, 113]. The operating sys-
tem records the attempted exploitation of the known vulnerability and the successful
exploitation of the new vulnerability [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. The ransomware uses the
valid administrator rights obtained to install itself across the organisation via peer-
to-peer C&C [55, 113]. The operating systems across the organisation record this
activity, but during C&C the ransomware automatically deletes all operating system
usage logging and restorability image data across the organisation, including that of
the initiating employee [55, 113]. The ransomware engages in action on objectives
by encrypting data across the organisation and presenting a ransom note [53, 55,
113, 114, 154, 184].

Access limitation and data protection provide no limitation from delivery to action
on objectives, as the attacker activity occurs under valid access rights [1, Arts. 51(a)-
(c)]. Usage logging records the activities from delivery to action on objectives, but
usage logging data is automatically deleted by automated C&C [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f),
54, 113, 154]. The rapid, automated operation of the ransomware results in the usage
logging data not being assessed between delivery and action on objectives. If the
usage logging data were assessed, delivery may appear within the normal behaviour
of the employee—clicking on links in emails and downloading files from web pages
with apparently legitimate URLs [126, pp. 88, 131–133, 127, p. 38–40]. Exploitation
would appear aberrant as it results in root access followed by file system activity
under root access, but may be indistinguishable from a system error initially, and
may be obfuscated by large amounts of operating system usage logging data [1,
Arts. 51(e)-(f), 48, p. 36]. Investigation of the distinction would need to start and
complete rapidly to lead to detection before automated peer-to-peer C&C deletes
usage logging data.

In damage assessment, the attacker checks for payment, while the organisation
evaluates the spread of the ransomware by comparing the extent of encrypted data
to the most recent offline restorability data image [55, 113, 114, 118, pp. 180–181,
184, 185, para. 15]. Assessment of attacker activity is limited by the deletion of
usage logging and restorability image data, as well as by the timeframe between the
most recent offline restorability image data and the delivery of the ransomware. The
organisation engages in recovery by applying the most recent offline restorability
data images in an isolated network, but is unable to manually bring the network
completely up to date in light of deletion of usage logging data on the exposed
network [54, 53, 113, 114, 118, pp. 180–181, 154, 184, 185, para. 15].
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The organisation engages in communication by notifying the relevant data protec-
tion authority and the operating system provider on the basis of damage assessment,
but delays in notifying data subjects [30, Arts. 33, 34, recs. 85–88, 31, pp. 192–193,
33, pp. 164–166]. In light of limited damage assessment, it takes more time for the
operating system provider to identify and fix the vulnerability.48 The cyber criminal
in the meantime can continue the attack on other organisations in the EU internal
market. When the fix is made available, it protects against exploitation of the new
vulnerability, but does not remove the ransomware or decrypt organisation data.

During evidence gathering, the relevant data protection authority may request full
access to all usage logging and restorability data for their own forensic report to be
prepared [38, para. 19]. Only offline restorability data images, which include usage
logging data, would be available to assist with this. The organisation attempts to
gather evidence to identify the attacker, limited by encryption of organisation data
and attacker use of pseudonyms [186–188].

In legal proceedings, the data protection authority pursues administrative action,
which the organisation attempts to defend by showing diligent application of patches
to the target version of the operating system as evidenced by historical, offline usage
logging data of secure updates [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f), (j)]. In light of the lack of clarity on
the admissibility of that evidence and its legal effect, further analysis lacks sufficient
foundation, reflecting legal uncertainty in the defence of the organisation.

In this simulation, social engineering enables delivery, but the capacity for exten-
sive, undetected and unlimited reconnaissance of the certified ICT PSP is determina-
tive. Reconnaissance allows the attacker to find a new vulnerability, to automate its
exploitation, to automate installation and peer-to-peer C&C, including usage logging
and restorability image data deletion, and to automate action on objectives, allowing
a rapid attack that limits detection and denial. Furthermore, limitation of damage
assessment through encryption and deletion of usage logging and restorability im-
age data delays vulnerability identification and fixing, allowing attacks to continue
across the EU internal market. The simulation exemplifies the importance of social
engineering training to prevent attacks, as well as least privilege access right con-
figuration and network segregation to limit the spread of attacks [113, 154, 184].
It is recommended that the legal benefits of organisations using certified ICT PSPs
be tied to organisations implementing least privilege access right configurations in
certified ICT PSPs and network segregation of certified ICT PSPs [1, rec. 104].

4.3 Insider attack

Insiders were the second most engaged cyber attacker from 2016 to 2018 [76,
p. 69, 77, p. 94, 78, pp. 69–70, 120]. The majority of insider attacks from 2014
to 2018 involved misuse of access rights and access of internal networks, and in
2018 preferentially targeted confidential corporate information, access credentials,
sensitive personal information and intellectual property on corporate databases and
file servers [78, pp. 71, 120, 108, pp. 45–46].

48 It may not be possible to locate the vulnerability.
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In this simulation, the insider is an employee of a corporation. The insider tar-
gets confidential corporate business information, access credentials, customer and
employee personal data, as well as trade secrets on corporate databases and file
servers. The databases and the operating systems of the file servers are certified
under ECCSs, and as such meet the minimum security objectives.

The insider performs reconnaissance through their own job-related use of cor-
poration databases and file servers, as well as by monitoring other employees and
contractors to observe their access rights, access credentials and behaviour patterns.
The employee observes where paper copies of access credentials (as memory cues),
confidential business information, personal data and trade secrets from the certified
database and file servers are stored or discarded. The employee develops a reputa-
tion for being on their cell phone at work and uses the reputation to record other
employees and contractors, including system administrators repairing workstations
as they enter their file server workstation and internal database credentials [108,
pp. 55–56]. The minimum security objectives of the databases and file servers do
not detect or deny such reconnaissance.

The insider weaponises by preparing a username and password list of target
employees and contractors, encrypting the list, placing the encrypted list on their
cell phone and bringing the cell phone and a flash drive into work [108, pp. 11,
28–31, 44, 56]. The organisation databases and file server operating systems are
weaponised with implementations of the minimum security objectives. Delivery
occurs when the insider accesses the work premises with their cell phone and flash
drive on a day when the target employees or contractors are normally present, but
when the insider knows that they will not be present—such as on sick days. The
phases from exploitation to action on objectives occur rapidly. The insider takes
cell phone photos of target employee access credential memory cues and other
documents on their desk and obtains copies of documents in their recycling bin and
common recycling bins. The insider then selects an unused, isolated workstation
to download data from internal databases and file servers to their flash drive using
target employee credentials. Action on objectives is complete when the employee
leaves the premises of the corporation with their cell phone, flash drive and obtained
paper documents.

Access limitation and data protection of the target databases and file servers would
not detect or deny the insider at any phase from delivery to action on objectives as
the insider is using valid access rights [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c)]. Usage logging may
detect access to large amounts of data in a short period of time from unfamiliar
workstations, but that would need to be monitored frequently by the corporation
to allow for detection and subsequent denial by the corporation [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f),
40, paras. 36(3), 41(2), 41(6), 108, pp. 18, 26–27, 29, 31–32, 39, 41, 56, 67–68,
189, pp. 20–23]. Insider photographing and acquisition of printed memory cues and
printed data from the internal databases and the file server operating systems would
not be detected or denied by access limitation, data protection or usage logging as
they occur offline.

Damage assessment by the insider occurs when the insider assesses the cell
phone images, paper documents and flash drive contents. Damage assessment by the
corporation may start once the corporation is aware of the attack. As credentials were
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taken in the attack, the attack may be repeated several times until detected, including
by different threat actors, such as cyber criminals that obtain the credentials from the
insider [40, para. 22, 189, p. 29, 190]. Usage logging of the internal databases and
file servers assists damage assessment, limited by the ability to distinguish insider
activity from authentic user activity and the fact that substantial amounts of data may
have been obtained via cell phone photographs, cell phone recordings and discarded
paper documents [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f), 126, pp. 88, 131–133, 127, pp. 38, 40]. Where
the target employee and contractor credentials are the same on non-certified ICT
PSPs in the corporation, usage logging data may not assist with damage assessment
of those ICT PSPs.

In the recovery phase, the corporation may change the access credentials of
all employees and contractors, tighten access rights on a least privilege basis and
implement stronger physical security measures [45, 78, pp. 72–73, 97, pp. 15, 17–18,
108, pp. 28–31, 44, 56, 161, paras. 22, 33, 38, 57]. Restorability of the internal
databases and file server operating systems would not be of assistance as data was
copied, not modified or deleted, and would restore the credentials copied by the
insider. The corporation may attempt to locate, obtain and delete external copies
of the data obtained and distributed by the insider, but the restorability objective
does not explicitly extend to facilitating such activities [1, Art. 51(h), 60, p. 8, 102,
pp. 11–15, 24–25, 103, pp. 13, 104, pp. 210–213, 141, pp. 98–100].

In the communication phase, the corporation reports the events in line with legal
obligations, subject to the limitations of damage assessment with respect to sepa-
rating legitimate user activity from insider activity and the inability to assess cell
phone recordings, cell phone photographs and paper documents taken by the insider.
Evidence gathering would similarly be limited by damage assessment, and in par-
ticular, as valid credentials were used, neither access limitation, data protection nor
usage logging would directly identify the insider [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), (e)-(f)]. In the
absence of insider identification, the corporation can only defend legal proceedings.
In legal proceedings, the corporation may lead evidence of the fact of certification
of the targeted database and file system operating system, as well as usage logging
data to indicate that each had appropriate configuration settings, at least complying
with certification [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. In light of the lack of clarity on the admissibil-
ity of that evidence and its legal effect, further analysis lacks sufficient foundation,
reflecting legal uncertainty in the defence of the organisation.

In this simulation, reconnaissance plays a significant role again, as does organisa-
tion monitoring of usage logging data, but the distinguishing feature is how access
limitation, data protection and usage logging address physical security. Access lim-
itation may limit who can view access credentials in a certified ICT PSP and who
can print data from a certified ICT PSP, for example, but cannot limit people from
writing down their access credentials on paper, and cannot directly limit the han-
dling of printed data. Usage logging can detect aspects of the insider attack, but
is dependent on the ability to discern abnormal user behaviour from normal user
behaviour, and is unable to record the taking of photographs or access to and use of
paper documents [108, pp. 18, 26–27, 29, 31–32, 39, 41, 56, 67–68, 189, pp. 20–23].
Standard physical security measures, such as limiting access within offices, limiting
paper documents to locked cabinets and locked recycling bins, as well as limiting
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flash drive usage at workstations may have assisted the organisation in this simu-
lation [45, 97, pp. 15, 17–18, 108, pp. 28–31, 44, 56, 161, paras. 22, 33, 38, 57].
It is recommended that implementation of physical security measures surrounding
the use of certified ICT PSPs be linked to the legal benefit that organisations may
obtain through use of certified ICT PSPs [1, rec. 104].

4.4 Cyber espionage attack

Cyber espionage is performed by some of the most capable threat actors, including
APT actors, at the request of corporations or nation states [54, 78, pp. 107–109,
129, pp. 187–188, 192, 196–197, 131, 132]. Cyber espionage is also performed
by cyber criminals and by insiders seeking to establish competing enterprises [78,
pp. 107–109, 108, p. 24]. Each of these threat actors were among the most engaged
threat actors from 2015 to 2018 [76, pp. 70–71, 77, pp. 94–95, 78, pp. 107, 120–121,
151, pp. 55–57].

Cyber espionage in 2018 tended to use spear-phishing emails to motivate re-
cipients to open attachments containing malware or to click on links to websites
containing malware [78, pp. 40–42, 113]. Phishing, including spear-phishing, was
the fourth ranking threat in 2017 and 2018 [77, p. 9, 78, pp. 9, 24, 31, 67, 72].
Cyber espionage uses a variety of malware, including spyware and remote access
trojans (‘RAT’s) [54, 129, pp. 187–207, 131, 132]. Spyware tracks user action and
accesses data on ICT products and services [191]. Spyware was the third most used
malware between 2017 and 2018 [78, pp. 27, 31, 33]. RATs open back doors into
ICT products and services to allow surveillance of users [192]. RATs were the fourth
most used malware between 2017 and 2018 [78, pp. 27, 31, 33]. Spyware and RATs
may be combined into hybrid malware with both capabilities for cyber espionage
[46, 47, 49–51, 115, 129, pp. 191–197, 199–201, 204]. Malware used for cyber
espionage often avoids detection by running in a ‘fileless’ manner—in the process
space of an ICT product or service and by rewriting its own code [78, pp. 26–29,
118, 129–130].

In this simulation, a cyber spy engages in spear-phishing to get an employee
with access to trade secrets in an organisation to open an email attachment that
downloads and executes RAT spyware [78, pp. 40–42, 113]. The attachment used
by the cyber spy is typically opened by a word processing application common in the
EU internal market. The RAT spyware uses a vulnerability in the word processor to
locate and retrieve trade secrets on the organisation’s file system. The word processor
is certified under an ECCS and, as such, meets the minimum security objectives.

The cyber spy performs reconnaissance on the organisation to identify which em-
ployees may have access to trade secrets [49, 93, p. 199, 97, p. 14, 129, pp. 206–207].
The individuals are selected and further reconnaissance is performed on them to as-
sess their interests, behaviour and cyber hygiene [49, 93, p. 199, 97, p. 14, 129,
pp. 206–207]. The reconnaissance is not detected by the target organisation [87,
97, p. 3]. The cyber spy acquires a copy of the word processor pseudonymously
and identifies a new vulnerability. This is not detected by the target organisation or
the word processor provider. During defender reconnaissance, the word processor
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provider is aware of macro execution as an attack vector, and the target organisation
tracks updates from the word processor provider diligently.

The cyber spy weaponises by modifying custom RAT spyware to exploit the vul-
nerability. The cyber spy then creates a legitimate looking word processor document
with a macro that downloads and executes the RAT spyware in-process with the
word processor [97, p. 4, 129, pp. 204–205]. The cyber spy carefully creates an
email that will encourage the recipient to open the email and the attachment. The
email and word processor document are both prepared using careful language and
metadata control to limit detection [129, pp. 185, 189, 198–199]. The cyber spy
prepares previously compromised civilian computers with bots to act as intermedi-
aries in the attack and places the crafted email, word document and RAT spyware
on these proxies [87, 115, 129, pp. 186, 198–200, 205–206]. The word processor
is weaponised, by default, to warn users before macros execute, access the internet
and download files.

The cyber spy delivers the email with the attachment to the target employee via
one of the proxies, on a specific day of the week and at a specific time of the day to
optimise social engineering [78, p. 43]. The employee opens the email and the attach-
ment, disregarding the familiar word processor warnings about macro execution.49

The macro executes, downloading and executing the RAT spyware, which exploits
the vulnerability in the word processor to install itself in the process space of the
main word processor thread rather than the macro thread. The RAT spyware opens
an encrypted C&C channel on the port, protocol and encryption standard used by
the word processor for secure updates, but using the cyber spy’s encryption key
[78, p. 26, 97, p. 5, 115]. The RAT spyware does not engage in further installation
in order to minimise its presence on the target system and limit detection [49, 129,
pp. 189, 204–206]. The RAT spyware does, however, automatically delete word pro-
cessor log file entries regarding macro execution, internet access and download, and
does corrupt, but does not delete, the applicable restorability image data of the word
processor that would contain the same log file entries [49, 51, 115, 129, p. 207].

During action on objectives, the RAT spyware automatically locates, retrieves
and encrypts copies of potential trade secrets via the C&C channel through the
proxies. The cyber spy assesses the gains of the attack and engages in further brief
manual location and retrieval of trade secrets via the C&C channel and proxies.
The RAT spyware then rewrites the code in the macro to make it unremarkable,
and obfuscates then carefully deallocates memory in the process spaces used to
limit physical memory forensic analysis [48, pp. 30–32, 35]. The cyber spy removes
traces of the activity on the civilian proxies [129, pp. 191, 199, 207].

Access limitation and data protection of the word processor are not able to detect
or deny cyber spy activity in either phase, as the activity operates under the valid ac-
cess rights of the target employee [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c), 49, 126, p. 132]. Usage logging
data of macro execution, internet access and download were removed automatically
following macro execution, limiting detection through monitoring usage logging
data [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. Restorability data images with unmodified usage logging
data were corrupted, preventing detection through their review [1, Art. 51(h)]. Usage

49 Even with good cyber hygiene, there can be user fatigue with repetitive security measures.
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logging of the word processor would not detect any further activity of the RAT spy-
ware, as the RAT spyware uses the process space of the word processor to execute,
including port activity for C&C, through direct operating system calls—without
using the word processor APIs that engage usage logging or restorability.50

Damage assessment at the target organisation can only occur once the attack has
been detected, and that may not occur for some time, or at all, given the deletion
of usage logging data [127, p. 39]. Damage assessment, once started, would not
identify any information about the attack, as usage logging data contains no record
of the activity, restorability image data is corrupted, the macro code was rewritten,
volatile memory was obfuscated and deallocated, and all traffic was encrypted using
an encryption key not available to the organisation. The subsequent phases of the
modified LM-CKC would therefore not be engaged by the defender organisation, as
there is no indication of what to recover, communicate or gather evidence in relation
to, and as such no legal proceedings to engage.

In this simulation, the strength of attacker reconnaissance on their private copy of
the certified ICT PSP allows the attacker to automate log file and restorability data
image compromise to limit detection, as in the ransomware attack, but also to use the
secure update mechanism of the certified ICT PSP as part of its weaponisation for
C&C and action on objectives. A weakness in security by default is also illustrated,
as an employee frequently presented with warnings through security by default may
eventually disregard the warnings by default [193]. Regular training of employees
on social engineering can potentially assist with this [55, 125, pp. 199–200, 184]. In
this simulation it is the absence of evidence, rather than the lack of clarity about the
admissibility of evidence or the legal effect of admissible evidence, that limits the
organisation’s ability to address the losses from the attack through legal proceedings.

4.5 Denial of service and data breach attack

Hacktavists were the fourth most engaged cyber attackers from 2016 to 2018 [76,
pp. 69–70, 77, p. 95, 78, p. 121]. Hacktavists focus on bringing attention to specific
issues by obtaining and exposing confidential organisation information, defacing
organisation websites and executing denial of service attacks on organisation servers
[78, p. 121]. In 2018, hacktavists tended to use web application attacks using SQL
injection (querying internal databases through websites), and were the main threat
actors engaging in denial of service attacks [78, p. 121, 194]. Web application attacks
were the third ranking threat from 2014 to 2018, and SQL injection was the most
common type of web application attack in 2018 [76, p. 7, 77, p. 9, 78, pp. 9, 37–39,
64, 67, 150, p. iv, 151, p. 7]. Denial of service attacks were among the top six cyber
threats from 2014 to 2018, and in 2018 preferred to target the UDP, TCP and NTP
protocols [76, p. 7, 77, p. 9, 78, pp. 9, 47–49, 51–52, 150, p. iv, 151, p. 7].

In this simulation, a hacktavist uses SQL injection to gather confidential corporate
data from a publicly accessible corporate website connected to an internal corpo-

50 The operating systems in this simulation are not certified, and if they were, they may not detect file
system access of documents a user has access rights to from a word processing program as being an
anomaly.
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rate database, then executes a distributed denial of service attack against corporate
servers via the corporate external firewall, using the UDP, TCP and NTP proto-
cols simultaneously. The internal database and firewall are certified under separate
ECCSs, and as such each meets the minimum security objectives.

During reconnaissance, the hacktavist locates a publicly available corporate web-
site contact form that allows entry of data into the corporation’s contact management
database. The hacktavist then locates a distributed denial of service package in an
attacker community market, which uses a botnet to target the UDP, TCP and NTP
protocols [48, p. 8, 78, pp. 47–49]. Finally, the attacker locates a public location
with free Wifi access from which to initiate the attacks. The target corporation and
providers of the database and firewall do not detect the hacktavist’s reconnaissance.
The firewall provider is aware of distributed denial of service attacks against firewalls
using the UDP, TCP and NTP protocols.

The hacktavist weaponises by preparing SQL queries and by acquiring access to
the distributed denial of service package via the attacker community market [48,
p. 8, 78, pp. 47–49]. Again, neither is detected by the corporation, the database
provider or the firewall provider. The firewall provider, through security by design,
has incorporated measures into the firewall to ensure the availability of stored and
transmitted data during distributed denial of service attacks using the UDP, TCP
and NTP protocols [1, Arts. 51(a)-(b), (i)].

The phases from delivery to action on objectives occur rapidly for the SQL
injection attack, from delivery of the queries to the corporate website and exploitation
of the internal database under the access rights of the web application to action on
objectives where the hacktavist retrieves detailed contact management information
on clients of the target corporation. Database access limitation and data protection
are not able to detect or deny the queries as they are performed using valid access
rights provided by the web server [1, Arts. 51(a)-(c)]. The queries may not be
valid initially, depending on the sophistication of the hacktavist, which increases the
chance of detection in usage logging data prior to valid queries being entered [1,
Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. Queries that illustrate a lack of awareness of the database schema
are not expected from a programmed web application for data input.51 Detection and
denial of the SQL injection attack depends on how often the corporation monitors
usage logging data to detect abnormal invalid queries and abnormal valid queries
[46, 48, p. 21, 50].

The attacker then proceeds to the distributed denial of service attack to distract the
corporation from the SQL injection attack. The phases from delivery to exploitation
in the denial of service attack occur rapidly: the hacktavist executes the attack
from the botnet, but as the firewall is designed and developed through security by
design and configured through security by default to detect and deny such attacks,
the distributed denial of service attack is automatically detected and denied in the
delivery and exploitation phases.

Damage assessment by the hacktavist involves reviewing the database query re-
sults. Damage assessment by the target corporation starts once the data breach or

51 Changes in the code or schema that result in lack of alignment can occur outside of an attack, but lack
of alignment is not likely when neither the code nor the schema has been changed.
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denial of service attacks are detected. Usage logging data by both the database and
firewall assist significantly with each, as they track attack activity in detail and, for
the database specifically, can be compared to the programmed queries of the web
application [1, Arts. 51(e)-(f)]. The corporation may engage in recovery by taking
the contact form web page down from the website, disabling requests under cached
versions of the web page until the SQL injection vulnerabilities are fixed and engag-
ing in firewall scrubbing [195, pp. 6–7, 9]. Again, there is no explicit provision in
the restorability objective for organisations to retrieve data copied and taken outside
of the organisation [60, p. 8, 102, pp. 11–15, 24–25, 103, p. 13, 104, pp. 210–213,
141, pp. 96, 98–100].

In the communication phase, the corporation reports the data breach in accordance
with its legal requirements on the basis of detailed damage assessment, including
to a data protection authority [109, para. 59]. The hacktavist may communicate the
data breach within their community, including the contents of the data obtained. The
denial of service attack is not communicated by the organisation or the hacktavist
as it was not successful.

During evidence gathering, usage logging data of the firewall would identify
the botnet IP addresses as the source of the denial of service attack, but no more.
Usage logging of the database would record the data retrieved by the hacktavist,
but as the web server connected to the internal database was not certified in this
simulation, there may be no record of the hacktavist IP address to link to firewall
usage logging data. In the absence of such identification evidence, the corporation
would not be able to start legal proceedings against the hacktavist, but may consider
legal proceedings against the intermediary hosting service of the botnet IP addresses
[170, 171]. The corporation, depending on the data obtained by the hacktavist, may
be subject to legal proceedings by a data protection authority. In defending such
legal proceedings, the corporation may lead evidence of ECCS certification of the
database to assert that they took appropriate technical and organisational measures
[30, Art. 32, 31, pp. 187–188, 33, pp. 114–115]. The legal effect of database ECCS
certification weighed against the SQL insertion vulnerability in the connected web
server is not clearly established with respect to liability, or as a mitigating factor
in assessing penalties, to provide a sufficient foundation for further analysis [109,
paras. 15, 28(a), 43, 45, 48, 50].

In this simulation, weaker attacker reconnaissance of target ICT PSPs leads to
attacks that are more easily detected and denied and that support damage assessment
and communication more extensively. The frequency of organisation monitoring of
usage logging data plays a significant role again in detection and denial, specifically
with respect to the database attack. Again, the absence of clarity on the admissibility
and the legal effect of certification leads to uncertainty in how the fact of certification
may be balanced against other factors, such as exploitation of a connected non-
certified ICT PSP, in assessing liability and damages.

4.6 Nation state monitoring attack

Nation states may monitor and control ICT PSPs to protect national interests [196,
p. 13]. This type of attack is particular in that nation states rely on vulnerabilities
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in ICT PSPs, rather than discourage vulnerabilities in ICT PSPs [46, 50, 154].
Furthermore, the ICT PSP provider, instead of being aligned with their ICT PSP
user, may be aligned with the nation state targeting their ICT PSP user [61, pp. 5–7,
11–19]. A nation state may, for example, request that an ICT PSP provider give it
the means to bypass security measures, such as an encryption key, or may request
an ICT PSP provider to create specific vulnerabilities that only the nation state
and ICT PSP provider are initially aware of [196, pp. 12–15, 19–20, 22, 25–27,
197–201]. This differs from cyber espionage based on the potential for collusion. In
cyber espionage, the ICT provider and nation state are opposed, while in nation state
monitoring attacks they are aligned [196, pp. 12–15, 19–20, 22, 25–27, 197–201].

In this simulation, the ICT PSP provider is a router provider based in a non-
European Economic Area (EEA) nation state. The router provider sells routers to
organisations in the EU internal market. The non-EEA nation state obtains remote
administration specifications and credentials from the router provider that operate
within the secure update mechanisms of the router. This allows the non-EEA nation
state to monitor and control the router’s data, services and functions in organisa-
tions in the EU internal market through remote administration functionality, which
includes usage logging data management [50, 199]. The router is certified under an
ECCS and, as such, meets the minimum security objectives.

Reconnaissance by the nation state identifies an organisation in the EU to target
based on national interest. Nation state reconnaissance of the router was supplied
by the router provider. The target organisation does not detect reconnaissance by
the nation state. Weaponisation by the nation state involves obtaining up to date
credentials for the remote administration functionality from the router provider and
using an existing interest in a favourable territory external to the nation state from
which to perform the attack [129, p. 206]. The organisation weaponises by using
security by default in the router.

Delivery occurs when the target organisation puts the router into normal operation
in the organisation. The nation state performs exploitation by entering valid remote
administration credentials from the favourable territory, and with installation inherent
to the remote administration functionality, the nation state obtains C&C in the form
of the remote administration functionality within the existing secure update process.
The nation state reviews router usage logging data and accesses organisation data in
transit, removing entries from secure update usage logging data in the process. The
organisation does not detect the activity as it is not monitoring the usage logging
of the secure update process frequently. The organisation assumes it is a trusted
process [50, 54, 112, p. 2].

Damage assessment, as well as the phases up to and including legal proceedings
do not occur for the organisation as the attack is not detected by the organisation.
Even if the organisation did detect the activity through secure update usage logging
data monitoring, it may appear like normal secure update polling activity. Recovery
would have no impact, as data was copied, not modified or deleted, and restoration
of a previous router data image would merely restore the compromised secure update
functionality with credentials that the router provider can provide to the nation state
[1, Art. 51(h)]. Communication of the incident to the router provider would not be of
assistance, as the router provider may explain the incident as inherent functionality
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of the router to ensure secure updates are provided in a timely manner, and not as an
attack [199]. Furthermore, if the router provider is required to provide a fix, such as
by significantly limiting the remote administration functionality, the router provider
may compromise the fix in another way, undetected by even their own designers
and developers, to assist nation state monitoring and control [61, pp. 33–37].

In this simulation, the extent of collusion between the ICT PSP provider and the
threat actor substantially undermines detection and denial by the target organisation.
This simulation represents an extreme example of reconnaissance by a threat actor
and the benefits it provides to the threat actor. This simulation also exemplifies
the potential benefit in having security provided external to a certified ICT PSP
to potentially mitigate against such collusion, limited by the extent to which that
external provider is of interest to the nation state. Where the benefit of collusion is
reduced by the use of external security measures, the nation state may instead rely
on cyber espionage through new vulnerability identification, which may be similarly
resistant to detection and denial by organisations, as illustrated in the cyber espionage
simulation.

4.7 Conclusion

Qualitative simulation outcome analysis augments model analysis by providing prac-
tical context to further elucidate the outcome efficacy of the minimum security
objectives.

The ransomware attack exemplified how social engineering can facilitate deliv-
ery, and how the outcome of the attack is primarily based on the strength of attacker
reconnaissance as well as organisation use of least access privilege configuration
and network segregation. It was recommended that the legal benefit of organisa-
tions using certified ICT PSPs be linked to organisations implementing least access
privileges and network segregation for certified ICT PSPs.

The insider attack exemplified how physical security can be external to certified
ICT PSPs, but is essential for their protection. It was recommended that the legal
benefit of organisations using certified ICT PSPs be linked to the use of physical
security measures around certified ICT PSPs.

The cyber espionage attack exemplified again how social engineering can fa-
cilitate delivery, even where security by default warns users, and again how the
outcome of the attack is primarily based on the strength of attacker reconnaissance.
The recommendation of regular training to limit social engineering, provided in
model analysis, was reiterated to encourage users to act on security by default.

The hacktavist attack exemplified how attacks by less sophisticated threat actors
that perform less reconnaissance on ICT PSPs and target organisations may be more
easily detected and denied.

The nation state attack exemplified how extreme reconnaissance, through collu-
sion with an ICT PSP provider, can result in attacks that are difficult to detect or
deny.

In each simulation, attacker reconnaissance was determinative of the outcome,
but was neither detected nor denied by the minimum security objectives. Detec-
tion and denial of the phases from delivery to action on objectives was primarily
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provided by monitoring and acting upon usage logging data, while the strength of
damage assessment, and hence communication, often depended on the availability
and integrity of usage logging data. Recovery of data was generally not possible
in the absence of external data retrieval, which is not explicitly permitted in the
Cybersecurity Act. Evidence gathering, while supported by usage logging data, was
not able to establish attacker identity, accentuating the importance of clarity on the
admissibility and legal effect of evidence in the legal defence of organisations.

5 Conclusion

Legislative interpretation of the minimum security objectives illustrated the potential
for significant diversity in interpretation. An attempt was made to provide clarity
on the interpretation from the literal, systematic, functional, purposive and conse-
quentialist perspectives. A clear understanding of what each of the objectives means
at this early stage in the development of ECCSs is important in establishing their
outcome efficacy.

Legislative interpretation did identify several gaps in the minimum security ob-
jectives that interpretive devices could not address, and recommendations were made
with respect to each gap. The most remarkable gaps include: restorability does not
extend to the full functionality of ICT PSPs, secure updates may contain known
vulnerabilities and may create new vulnerabilities in ICT PSPs, and the minimum
security objectives may not be operative during many phases of the lifecycle of
certified ICT PSPs.

Model and simulation analysis revealed far more significant limitations in the
outcome efficacy of the minimum security objectives than legislative interpretation
alone. This is an important finding as it identifies model and simulation analysis
as candidate analytic tools for assessment of the outcome efficacy of cybersecu-
rity legislation. Indeed, both can be used in the process of drafting cybersecurity
legislation.

Model analysis uncovered the majority of the observed limitations, compared to
simulation analysis. Simulation analysis focused on specific attack scenarios, while
model analysis was able to consider all attack scenarios. Simulation analysis, when
combined with model analysis, added structure to the simulation and brought the
limitations observed in model analysis into greater relief. Model analysis would
be the first step in analysis, followed by combined simulation–model analysis to
address specific scenarios of interest.

Turning to the limitations uncovered in model and simulation analysis, we see
that attackers may engage in reconnaissance, weaponisation and delivery with little
limitation. These phases are determinative to the outcome of attacks, and so we
anticipate little improvement in the level of cybersecurity across the EU internal
market with the minimum security objectives. There is also little attention to evi-
dence gathering and legal proceedings, which, combined with little improvement in
the level of cybersecurity, leaves organisations with no further opportunity to limit
their losses from cyber attacks, which are likely to continue largely unabated.
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The minimum security objectives are minimum objectives, and through the ob-
servations illustrated here and observations of others engaging in analysis of the
minimum security objectives, ideally the limitations in the outcome efficacy of the
minimum security objectives can be addressed. That is not sufficient, however, as
it does not sufficiently address evidence gathering or legal proceedings. Ultimately
there needs to be clarity at the EU level on evidence gathering and legal proceedings
to provide a coherent functional legislative cybersecurity package that includes the
GDPR, NIS Directive and Attacks Against Information Systems Directive, and to
provide clear lines to organisations on how they may limit their losses from cyber
attacks.
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